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Introduction

The child is curious. He wants to make sense out of 
things, find out how things work, gain competence and 
control over himself and his environment, and do what he 
can see other people doing.

Holt

1
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To learn something new, apply it in your 
work and see a resulting benefit for a child is 
rewarding, not just for the child but for you 
as a professional – to know that you have 
truly made a difference in that child’s life.
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Introduction

Learning is good for many reasons, it can give you a sense of achievement, help you to meet 
challenges, it can be terrific fun and it can help you to know yourself and others better.

This Toolkit will help you as an early childhood professional to learn and develop in your work 
by understanding and using Continuing Professional Development (CPD) – the name given to 
learning, related to work, that goes on throughout your working life. 

Through the tools provided, you will find out about the role of CPD in your life and its value to 
you. You will also learn how to get started on the path of CPD through understanding yourself 
better, how to learn more effectively and how to move along your learning path in clear steps. 
Furthermore, you will be able to apply your learning and development in practical ways to your 
work so that you and the children with whom you work benefit from your CPD. 

Above all, this Toolkit aims to help you to benefit from any learning that you do by really 
understanding it, remembering it and being able to apply it in your daily work. 

Context for this Toolkit

You may wonder why CPD in the Early Childhood Care and Education (ECCE) sector is so 
important at this time. One example that illustrates the importance of CPD is that of a car mechanic 
who trained on cars in the 1970s and who is now confronted with a computerised, highly-tuned, 
modern hybrid car. Would the mechanic be able to understand or suitably work with this more 
complicated car? Only if they had continually updated their knowledge and skills and knew of 
recent developments in car manufacture. 

Similarly, there has been an enormous amount of research into children’s development in recent 
years, leading to increased awareness of the challenges and opportunities for ECCE professionals 
to provide great opportunities to help children achieve the best that they can be. This encompasses 
all areas of their lives: their social, emotional, cognitive and physical development. You, as one of 
these professionals, need to be equipped to provide a service that can adequately meet children’s 
needs in a complex and challenging world.

Historically there has been easy access to the field of early childhood work as it was not regulated 
and no training was needed. Many women availed of this ease of access to move back into the 
workplace following child rearing, becoming involved in community settings, in private ones or 
moving into childminding. People other than parents who looked after children were perceived as 
carers, as minders, hence the terms arose of ‘childcare’ and ‘childminding’. The downside of such 
ease of access was low status and low rates of pay. 

The status of ECCE has improved in recent years, however,  through initiatives such as The 
National Children’s Strategy and the establishment of the Office of the Minister for Children and 
Youth Affairs. These have given a national structure to the ECCE sector. The Equal Opportunities 
in Childcare Programme (EOCP) 2000-2006, introduced as an equality measure for women, 
also provided a significant investment in ECCE, as did the National Childcare Investment 
Programme (NCIP), which is now part of continuing government policy. Government initiatives 
towards improving quality, including Síolta and Aistear, have had a further impact while the free 
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pre-school year ECCE scheme has offered services a level of sustainability. These have all given 
a clear context for the ECCE workforce to become more professional, as can be seen in the 
emergence of the professional body, the Association of Childcare Professionals. 

The term early childhood care and education itself is replacing the earlier ones of childcare 
and childminding, driven by research that calls on the sector to recognise the importance of 
development in the early years.  As Dr John Bennett (2009) stated:

Refuse the vocabulary of child care, child minding… a losing concept that does not 
correspond to the neuroscience evidence which points to foundations in Health; Social 
and emotional development; Language development and emergent literacy and 
Cognitive development and general knowledge.

Compared with other professions, such as architecture or teaching where a person will have 
followed a recognised programme in order to qualify, up to recently there have been few common 
starting points in the childcare profession. A starting point as an ECCE professional may have 
been the local community service many years ago. Those working in ECCE may have lots 
of experience with few qualifications or they may be a recently qualified graduate with a lot of 
knowledge but not too much practical experience.

In all cases, the cornerstone of what it means to be an ECCE professional today is Continuing 
Professional Development: developing the habit of reflection, analysing, studying, learning and 
practicing new ideas and skills and change on a regular basis. This habit needs to be developed 
individually as well as with your fellow workers and teams. 

Whether you are an ECCE practitioner, a manager, a childminder, a supervisor, a room leader or a 
key worker, in a small or large childcare setting, this Toolkit aime to support you to do to develop these 
habits. It can be used by you on your own, with your manager or with close colleagues such as a local 
network. 

If you are a manager, you will be aware that CPD is essential for all those who work with children, 
as services are required to comply with new standards, regulations and frameworks. Section 5 of 
this Toolkit aims to help to support you in work with your staff. 

Introduction
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How to Use the Toolkit
The Toolkit is broken into sections that look at the what, the why and the how of CPD. Throughout, 
there are a variety of tools, such as case studies, practical examples, learning stories, background 
information, exercises and worksheets. These are all designed to help you to understand and learn 
in as many ways as possible, making sure that you really get the most out it by triggering thoughts, 
developing your understanding and helping you make sense of what it is all about. The aim is that 
your time working through the tools is well-spent and that you benefit as much as possible. 

 
The Worksheets can be photocopied from this book or downloaded and printed from the CD that 
accompanies this book. They support the information given to you and can be used repeatedly to 
check changes and progress in any of the areas covered. Each worksheet can be used by you on 
your own, with a colleague, a friend or with your supervisor.  Worksheets start on page 57.

The ‘Thinking Boxes’ outline things you can be thinking about and 
considering while you read the text. 

These will help you to understand and really digest the learning.

CD

C
ase S

tudy

Case Studies are learning stories that can be used 
to understand the issues and to see how you might 
react in such situations.

Introduction
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Introduction

 
My Journey in the ECCE Sector

I am a mother of three grown children. I left 
school very early without the benefit of formal 
qualifications. Once my children were in third 
level education in 2005, I decided to look for 
employment. After several months of meetings 
with the Social Welfare staff I was referred to the 
local Obair office. After discussing my aspirations 
I was directed to a night course called ‘Play and 
the Developing Child’. I felt a leaning towards the 
ECCE sector as I had raised my three children 
successfully and thought I had a lot of experience 
to offer.

I was extremely nervous about attending this course as I had left education so long ago. 
However, once there I felt a little more comfortable and met many women in the same situation 
as myself. The tutor was very good at putting us at ease and I soon settled into the class and 
looked forward to attending for the remaining nine weeks. I felt I learned a great deal about 
how children develop and the importance of play in their early years. Another six months 
passed and I again approached the Obair office and was lucky enough to be asked to attend 
the community crèche in the local town for an informal chat.

I received a call the following week from the Obair officer who advised me that I had been 
placed on a Community Employment (CE) Scheme and would get a training allowance for 
working a 19-hour week in the local crèche. The conditions were that I should attend regular 
training in the area of early childhood, which would take the form of accredited and non-
accredited training.

Looking back now, my first week in the crèche was a nightmare, I was the ‘new girl’ at 45 years 
of age and I felt completely useless. Within a short time I got into the routine but my confidence 
was still through the floor. I felt that everyone else knew a lot more than me – and me with 
three grown children! It was a very daunting experience for me then. 

As time went on I was enrolled on FETAC courses. Although these were very enjoyable, I 
struggled with the written assignments, but I persisted. I sometimes worked on them till two 
in the morning – I wanted to do them right and achieve a good result. As I went through the 
different modules, my confidence grew and I felt very motivated in my work. I felt I could help 
other girls who started after me in the crèche. After all, I knew exactly how they felt.

I continued on with my studies and achieved FETAC Level 5 and Level 6 in Childcare and am 
now studying towards an Early Years Degree with Stranmillis – I can hardly believe it myself. I 
am employed part time as a home-school adviser for the Louth Family Resource Group. I know 
that my job is entirely dependent on funding but I really do enjoy it.

I hope that the story of my journey will encourage others to continue with their studies. Thank 
you for giving me this opportunity.

Michelle Clarke
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Angela’s story

Beginning the process of compiling my 
Professional Development Portfolio with the 
Waterford County Childcare Committee was really 
the start of a learning journey that I did not actually 
realise I was about to embark upon. That was in 
January of 2009 and now, towards the end of 
2010, I am studying for a BA in Early Childhood 
Studies at Carlow Institute of Technology.

In between there have been many learning experiences but none bigger than the compilation 
of the portfolio. At the time this was a challenge bigger than I had faced in a long time. Years 
worth of certificates and pieces of literature were in all sorts of places both in my home and 
at the Montessori school I now run and the task of finding these and putting them into order 
within the manual was a difficult but rewarding experience. The end result is a document that I 
continue to add to and it provides ease of access when looking for something in particular. This 
led me to a Professional Development Steering Committee where I was one of a group who 
helped organise a seminar in which I spoke to a large group about my portfolio. This involved a 
huge learning experience for me as I had to overcome feelings of nervousness. 

Next stop on my journey was the setting up of the Association of Childcare Practitioners 
Waterford branch together with two other ladies who had attended a seminar in Cork. We 
have been instrumental in the continuing establishment and organisation of this Association in 
Waterford as part of a committee of 20.

Finally, as I said earlier, I am now in part-time education struggling with assignments, running 
my Montessori school and caring for my family. Life is busy but rewarding as I continue to 
develop both personally and professionally.
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About Continuing  
Professional  
Development 1

Before you read the section,  
ask yourself what you already  
know about these points.

By reading this section you will understand: 

•  What Continuing Professional  
Development is.

• What it may look like for you.
•  How it relates to quality  

work in the Early Childhood Care  
and Education (ECCE) sector. 
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  Jean

Jean has worked in ECCE for 30 years. She 
started a small playschool in her home originally and 
then moved to working with the local community 
playgroup. She obtained an NCVA Level 2 
[equivalent to FETAC Level 5] in the early 1990s. 

The management board wanted policies and 
procedures developed and had given Jean the 
responsibility. In addition, Jean was responsible 
for making returns under the subvention and the 
ECCE (free pre-school year) schemes. Jean 

wasn’t comfortable with this aspect of her work and was feeling under a lot of pressure. 
She was aware that some of the policies would require a greater understanding of issues 
affecting children. 

Jean decided to get some advice and got in touch with her old tutor. She was advised in  
the short term that she could begin reading some material on current issues on child 
development and search out a course on writing skills. In the longer term, she decided that  
she would undertake a foundation course in the nearby college, with a view to joining their 
degree programme. 

Jean also went to her line manager and asked for help with the immediate issues of making 
returns. Her line manager identified one of the management committee who offered to help 
coach her through these until she was comfortable with them. 

Jean felt more confident and also began to feel quite excited at the new opportunities that 
she faced. She discussed these with her family, who agreed to support her when she went to 
college. Jean felt that she had been stuck in a rut for many years and had now woken up to 
something that would be challenging but enjoyable.  

Did you ever get asked in work to do something you didn’t feel you knew 
enough about?

Is there anything else Jean could have done? 

What is Continuing Professional Development? 
When we engage in any work-related activity that prompts reflection and learning, 
and which leads to changes in practice, we are developing ourselves professionally.   
         (IPPA, 2009)

Ongoing work-related learning, or Continuing Professional Development (CPD), is about many things: 

•  Building on previous things that you have learnt. 

• Examining and analysing what you do; thinking about it. 

• Finding out new things that you need to know. 

• Keeping up to date with new developments. 

• Bringing this new learning to your work in ECCE.

These can all be seen in Jean’s story below.
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What Does CPD Look Like?

CPD can come in many forms. It might look like some or all of the following:

 
Which of the following have you used so far?

Which do you think you would find useful or easiest to use? 

Reading text books 
and specialist books 
on areas relating to 
your work.

Learning how quality 
observations are carried 
out and used for the 
benefit of the children, 
yourself and parents 
and families.

Catching that bright 
idea that comes to 
you unexpectedly.

Keeping up-to-date 
and gaining ideas 
from articles in  
journals, magazines, 
and newspapers.

Using the ‘thinking 
about my practice’ 
questions that are 
throughout Aistear to 
encourage reflection. 

Attending formal 
accredited courses 
of study that build up 
your knowledge and 
skills.

Taking part in  
Quality Improvement 
Programmes.

You can share ideas, 
problem solving and 
new ways of working 
with friends and 
colleagues.

Using websites, 
apps and other 
technological sources.

Attending courses, 
both accredited and 
one-off workshops. 

Watch TV 
programmes that give 
you ideas. You may 
agree or disagree 
with them of course!

Support and 
supervision.

The National Quality Framework  
for Early Childhood Education

síolta
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CPD is about using some or all of these methods, choosing the ones that suit you and your style 
and manner of learning best. Putting CPD into practice involves a process of understanding 
yourself, using that knowledge to set goals or targets for yourself right away or later on, and then 
helping you to work out how to reach them. 

How CPD Relates to Quality Work in the ECCE Sector 
 

 Do you agree that training can improve quality in working with children? 

Recognition of the value of the role played by ECCE workers has increased in recent years. 
Coolahan (1998) and the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform (2002) have said 
that personnel working with children in the early years are of paramount importance in ensuring 
the provision of quality education and care services (in Graham, 2008). Melhuish (2004) also 
indicates that improving staff training can improve the quality of ECCE provision while Mathers et 
al (2007) found that, after sector and group size, staff qualifications were the next most important 
influence on overall quality of provision for 3- and 4-year-old children. 

The increasing trend towards professionalism in the ECCE sector is reflected in the emergence of 
the growing number of branches in Ireland of the ACP, the Association of Childcare Professionals. 
As Graham states: 

As a new professional grouping, childcare professionals need to wisely use their association 
to move the profession forward and establish and maintain ever-higher standards.

It has also been seen in the emergence of Childminding Ireland. In the early 1980s, Patricia Murray 
(now Chief Executive of Childminding Ireland) with a small group of childminders, realising that 
recognition would only be achieved through training and professionalism, established PEACH – the 
Professional Education Association for Child Home Care, designed training to suit their needs and 
attracted enough support from childminding colleagues to evolve into the National Childminding 
Association of Ireland. A small amount of funding was accessed in 1997 which enabled the 
association to promote quality, get a group insurance scheme and introduce a registered Childminder 
status. This led to major funding being made available from government, which enabled staff 
employment and the establishment of an office in 1999. (Adapted from www.childmindingireland.ie) 

Professional development is a key part of the role of ECCE workers and of developing quality practice. 
In order to achieve quality, childminders, staff and organisations need to regularly question themselves, 
to stop and think how they are doing in their practices and ask themselves if they could do them better. 

Quality and Government Policy Initiatives 
Government initiatives towards improving quality include Síolta, the Workforce Development 
Plan, Aistear and the Childcare (Pre-School Services) Regulations. There are support initiatives 
locally, such as the Childminders’ Advisory services and the Development Officers with the City 
and County Childcare Committees (CCCs). The Voluntary Childcare Organisations such as 
Barnardos, the Border Counties Childcare Network and others are actively involved in supporting 
early years and school age childcare services to develop quality provision. 

Do you agree that training can improve quality in working with children? 
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Síolta

Síolta is the National Quality Framework for Early Childhood Care and Education and is built upon 
twelve principles. One of these principles, The Role of the Adult, states that ‘the role of the adult in 
providing quality early childhood experiences is fundamental’. 

The Síolta spiral of continuous improvement shows how the Quality Cycle can work, and how this 
is an ongoing process. 

The Síolta Quality Improvement Spiral 

 
Within Siolta, Standard 11 on Professional Practice states: 

Standard 11: Professional Practice

Practising in a professional manner requires that individuals have skills, knowledge, values 
and attitudes appropriate to their role and responsibility within the setting. In addition, 
it requires regular reflection upon practice and engagement in supported, ongoing 
professional development.

Achieving this standard requires that adults ‘are encouraged and appropriately resourced to engage 
in a wide variety of regular and ongoing professional development’ (Síolta, 2006). 

Workforce Development Plan 

The Workforce Development Plan (OMCYA, 2010) for the ECCE sector examines both CPD and 
qualifications. Qualifications are closely linked with quality. In a paper delivered to the Centre for 
Early Childhood Care and Education Conference (CECDE) 2007 conference, Maresa Duignan 
of the CECDE cited a number of authors in demonstrating this, stating ‘quality provision is highly 
dependant upon the role of the adult’ (CECDE, 2007).

Have you been on training provided by your local County or City Childcare 
Committee or childcare organisation? 

Next stage of Planning & Development in the Quality Cycle

Planning  for Quality Development

Review of Current Practice

START

Identification of Standard/Component

Action

Evaluation & Reflection

Achievement of 
Standard/Component
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The Workforce Development Plan states that:

The ECCE workforce should be supported to achieve qualifications (appropriate to their 
occupational role and profile) that equip them with the skills, knowledge, competences, 
values and attitudes to:

•  Deliver high quality, enriching early childhood care and education experiences for all 
children aged birth to six years.

•  Work effectively with parents and guardians in a mutually supportive partnership towards 
achieving positive outcomes for children.

•  Engage in interdisciplinary professional work practices designed to support the delivery 
of consistent quality in the early childhood service provision experiences of young 
children and their families.

Aistear 

Aistear is the curriculum framework for children from birth to six years in Ireland. It describes 
learning and development through the four interconnected themes of Well-being, Identity and 
Belonging, Communicating, and Exploring and Thinking. Four sets of guidelines, focusing 
on different aspects of pedagogy, describe how the adult can support children’s learning and 
development across these themes. 

These guidelines focus on: 

• Building partnerships between parents and practitioners.

• Learning and developing through interactions. 

• Learning and developing through play.

• Supporting learning and development through assessment.

While Aistear is for parents and for all practitioners, you as a professional working in ECCE will 
see that there are many aspects focused towards you which call upon professional knowledge and 
skills, such as ‘building partnerships with parents’. 

Childcare (Pre-School Services) Regulations 2006 

The Pre-School Regulations deal with all the legally required areas in relation to children’s services. 
Regulation 8 requires that a ‘sufficient number of suitable and competent adults are working 
directly with the pre-school children in the pre-school service at all times’. The regulations define 
such people as ‘A suitable and competent adult is a person (over 18 years) who has appropriate 
experience in caring for children under six years of age and/or who has an appropriate qualification 
in childcare’. 

Regulation 5 says ‘….service providers should recognise how children affect and, 
in turn, are affected by the relationships, environment and activities around them.’ 

Do you feel able to recognise how children are affected and how you can 
support them in your relationship with them as well as providing a suitable 
environment and activities?
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These Regulations cover many complex issues and it is essential for any ECCE professional to 
make sure their knowledge and skills are up-to-date so that they can meet the requirements of the 
various aspects of their work. 

CPD: A Framework for Professional Development
CPD can be set in the context of these frameworks as illustrated in the model ‘A Conceptual 
Framework for Professional Development’ (Murphy, 2007), which has been created to illustrate 
the factors impacting on the trend to professionalism. 

A Conceptual Framework for Professional Development

 

 
 
According to Rose Murphy, the Childcare Committee Coordinator in County Waterford: 

Professional development may be seen as a dynamic process of formal (e.g. 
Nationally Accredited Childcare Training), non-formal (e.g. Local Quality Training, 
networking) and informal learning (e.g. life and work experience). The area inside 
the triangle represents the professional development of the childcare practitioner 
and includes the acquisition and development of knowledge, skills, attributes and 
reflective practice gained from this process. 

This shows that not only formal learning, such as FETAC Awards, but the other elements that make 
up CPD as already mentioned combine to build a framework for early years staff at all levels of 
services, leading to increased professionalism, which in turn leads to better outcomes for children.

Employment  
Best Practice

Child Care Act
(Pre-school Service) 
Regulations

Aistear: Framework for 
Early Learning (NCCA)

Status conferred by 
Society & State

Síolta: The National 
Quality Framework 
for Early Childhood 
Education

Reflective Practice

Knowledge

Skills
Attributes

National 
Framework of 
Qualifications
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Why Engage in 
Continuing Professional 
Development? 2

Before you read the section,  
ask yourself what you already  
know about these points.

After reading and working through this  
section you will have a better knowledge of:

•  Why children need you to learn  
and develop.

•  The role of the ECCE  
professional and CPD.

• The benefits and rewards of CPD.
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Why Engage in Continuing Professional Development?
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  P
aula

 Why Children Need You to Learn and Develop 

 
Paula is a 3-year-old girl. When she started pre-
school she was quiet, shy and didn’t mix well with 
other children. Her home life was quite loud and 
chaotic, with few boundaries and lots of older 
siblings bossing her around all the time, taking her 
belongings and toys and interrupting her activities.

In the pre-school Paula attended, there were two 
members of staff who had worked for a number of 
years. One of them had a basic qualification from 
the 1980s and the other had attended occasional 

workshops. They weren’t members of any professional body or organisation. 

They noticed how Paula didn’t join in, so they kept on pushing her into group activities and not 
letting her work on her own. They kept telling her to share, and when others took things away 
they told Paula that she had to speak out, but never helped her figure out how to do this. Paula 
reacted by becoming sullen and uncooperative, she would try to break up any group work and 
damage the materials. 

Then Paula’s family moved house and she was sent to a new service. Andrea, one of the three 
staff, had recently learnt about using observations and developing individual plans for children. 
She had introduced this to the other staff and they were all putting this learning into practice. 

They each observed Paula for the first couple of weeks and then discussed how best to help 
her. They chatted to Paula about what she liked and didn’t like, and helped her learn to put 
words on her feelings. They checked in Aistear and found 
ideas that would help. They drew up a plan and discussed 
it with Paula’s mother, showing her how she could use  
some of the ideas at home, and some of the parenting 
tips in Aistear.

This plan was reviewed at regular intervals and Paula’s 
mother was amazed at the difference in her daughter in a 
few weeks. Paula was still quiet, but she now participated 
well and seemed much more content. 

How do you think Paula felt in the case study below?

How do you think Andrea felt? 

How do you think Paula’s Mum feels about the difference in her daughter?

Has anything like this happened to you in work?
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Why Engage in Continuing Professional Development?

This simple story shows how small changes can impact upon a child’s life. The wider impact of 
such changes upon the many children that an ECCE worker connects with is huge. When staff 
engage with CPD as part of an overall quality approach, they can make a consistent difference in 
the children’s lives.

The Role of the ECCE Professional and CPD 
Traditionally, ECCE workers have been undervalued. According to Graham (2008):

The respect, status and consideration accorded to other professions has not come their 
way. This is reflected in the low levels of pay and the long hours of demanding work in 
the sector and, until recently, there has been little chance of progression. However, in 
spite of all this, childcare workers have been dedicated to the children with whom they 
work and have always sought self-improvement leading to the betterment of the services 
that they provide. 

All those working in the early childhood settings, whether in a large day care service, sessional, 
after school or childminding service will acknowledge that the job is both rewarding and 
demanding. Having sufficient up-to-date knowledge that is regularly refreshed through professional 
development will ensure that staff feel competent in facing and dealing with the many joys and 
challenges that arise on a daily basis. 

The typical duties and responsibilities of ECCE professionals are demonstrated in the example 
below from a playgroup.  

Sample Job Description: ECCE Worker /  ECCE Assistant

Duties may include:

•  Helping to meet the care and overall developmental needs of the children attending the 
group.

• Preparing materials and setting up the learning environment.

• In consultation with the leader, planning to meet children’s individual needs.

• Observing children during the session.

• Listening to, encouraging and enabling all the children as appropriate.

• Adhering to all the group’s policies and procedures.

• Assisting with choosing, organising, presenting and caring for equipment and materials.

• Participation in in-service and certified training as appropriate.

• Encouraging and supporting partnership with parents.

• Any other duties assigned by the Management Committee or playgroup leader.

The post holder should, at all times, keep all personal information learned in the course 
of the job regarding the children, their families or other staff completely confidential. 
Such information should only be passed on in the interest of the child and in line with the 
service’s Child Protection Policy.
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Sample Job Description ECCE Supervisor / Leader

The supervisor/leader is responsible for: 

• The day-to-day running of the playgroup.

• The provision of a safe, welcoming, rich learning environment for children and their families.

• Supervision of other staff members. 

Duties may include: 

•  Day-to-day responsibility for children attending the service, including meeting their overall 
developmental needs.

• Providing a stimulating and varied programme of play.

•  Viewing each child as an individual and aiming to help each one make the most of the 
playgroup experience.

•  Planning, reviewing and implementing a programme appropriate to the individual and group 
needs in consultation with other staff.

• Adhering to all the group’s policies and procedures.

•  Observing all procedures required in terms of health and safety and good ECCE practice 
and ensuring others (other staff, students, volunteers etc.) are made aware of and observe 
same as appropriate.

• Respecting children from different backgrounds, cultures and religions.

• Ensuring that children with special needs are integrated into the group.

• Choosing, organising, presenting and caring for equipment and materials.

• Conducting ongoing observations of the children’s play and using same to inform planning.

• Preparing regular and specific records / reports as required.

• Participation in in-service and certified training as appropriate.

• Meeting with the management committee /owner manager as required.

• Providing staff support and supervision.

•  Undertaking the administrative duties connected with the centre including keeping attendance 
records, collecting parental fees and completing monthly financial records.

• Ensuring that the premises are maintained in a hygienic and safe condition at all times.

• Keeping parents informed about their child’s progress and daily activities.

•  Encouraging the active participation of all parents / guardians in the group and be available to 
discuss concerns with individual parents / guardians on request.

• Networking with ECCE related agencies.

• Any other duties assigned by the Management Committee. 

The supervisor/playleader should, at all times, keep all personal information learned in 
the course of their work regarding the children, their families or other staff completely 
confidential. Such information should only be passed on in the interest of the child and in 
line with the service’s Child Protection Policy.

 
For more information on managing an early years service see BCCN publication 
Information Pack for Pre-school Services (2010).

Why Engage in Continuing Professional Development?
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For more information on policies see Barnardos’ publications A Practical Guide to 
Developing Childcare Policies Books 1 and 2 (2008, 2010).

For more information on child protection see Barnardos’ publication Protecting Children: 
A Child Protection Guide for Early years and School Age Childcare Services (2010)

For more information on HR see Barnardos’ publication Human Resource Management 
for Early Years Services (2010)

Fulfilling these duties effectively requires formal and informal training, learning and education. 
Formally obtained qualifications form an important element of Continuing Professional 
Development. The Workforce Development Plan outlines the qualifications required by 
practitioners, for example an intermediate practitioner, such as an ECCE assistant, is expected to 
have a FETAC Level 5 Award; an experienced practitioner, such as a room leader or a supervisor, 
is expected to have FETAC Level 6; while an advanced practitioner, such as a Manager, should 
have at least a Level 7/8. 

Both formal and informal learning lead to the development of the most suitable skills and attitudes, 
which are called competencies, and various sets of competencies are typically required in a 
particular role or job. Examples of these competencies in an ECCE role are demonstrated in 
Barnardos Practice Framework developed for all staff working in Children’s Services (Barnardos, 
2009), which asks:  

What are we able to do to help children develop their capacity to achieve their 
potential? A combination of skills, attitude and interpersonal sensitivity are essential 
to help children develop their capacity to achieve their potential. We also need to be 
conscious how we, as individuals, continue to try to achieve our own potential.

This comprehensive framework identifies various competencies, or skills and attitudes, as 
outlined below. 

Skills 

An ECCE worker needs to be able to:

• Communicate

• Engage

• Listen

• Analyse and plan

• Manage ourselves

• Be self-aware

• Be resilient

• Reflect on our practice

• Commit to continuous professional development

What do you think are the skills that an ECCE worker needs to have?

What attitudes do you think ECCE staff need? 

Why Engage in Continuing Professional Development?
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Attitudes  

Barnardos’ belief that children have the capacity to  
achieve their potential requires us to have certain  
attitudes including:

•  Warmth

•  Empathy

•  Respect

•  Honesty

•  Unconditional positive regard

•  Openness

•  Patience

•  Resilience

•  Goal-oriented/future-focused

•  Strengths-focused

Recent research in Ireland has listed five key areas, or dimensions in the pedagogy, or education 
and care, of young children (Walsh, 2010). 

These dimensions are: 

1. Nurturing relationships with and between children

2. Playful and engaging activities

3. Collaborative partnerships

4. Skilful interactions

5. Management and organisation 

Developing these skills and attitudes, or competencies, and applying them to the dimensions listed 
above happens over time through reflection, practice, support and learning.

Areas of competence 

The National Qualifications Framework (see Appendix 1 on page 86) sets out all of the 
competencies required at each level of the ten levels of learning that it covers. Examples of the 
application of these competencies to childcare at Level 5 and at Level 6 can be seen in the 
table below.

Do you agree with these areas listed above?

Would you add any?

What examples of your own work can you think of that apply in these dimensions? 

As you read these, think of other examples from your own practice.

If you are a manager or supervisor, how can you use this chart to help identify 
training needs for staff?

Why Engage in Continuing Professional Development?
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Area of 
Competence

FETAC Level 5 FETAC Level 6

Knowledge 
Breadth

Broad range of knowledge.

For example: Understands some theory 
and applies it in practice, such as child 
protection, curriculum planning and health 
and safety.  

Specialised knowledge of a  
broad area.

For example: Extensive 
knowledge of Health 
Promotion. 

Knowledge 
Kind 

Some theoretical concepts and abstract 
thinking, with significant depth in some areas.

For example: Understands the meaning 
and value of observations; can explain the 
key worker system; is aware of reporting 
procedures in terms of accidents/incidents 
illnesses and first aid.

Some theoretical concepts and 
abstract thinking, with significant 
underpinning theory.

For example: Knows theory of 
health matters and relates this 
to practice.

Know-How 
& Skill 
Range 

Demonstrate a broad range of specialised 
skills and tools.

For example: Interacts well with children 
and parents; can contribute to planning 
meetings; contributes confidently in team 
meetings; works well in team situations; is 
computer literate; demonstrates flexibility; 
initiates arts and crafts.

Demonstrate comprehensive 
range of specialised skills and 
tools.

For example: What skills have 
you as a supervisor?

Know-How 
& Skill 
Selectivity

Evaluate and use information to plan and 
develop investigation to determine solutions 
to varied or predictable problems. 

For example: Verbalises strengths and 
those areas that need to be developed; 
shows preference of ability for working 
with selective age group; offers solutions 
to conflict situations with team and 
children.

Formulate responses to well-
defined abstract problems.

For example: Can discuss an 
issue with a parent and show 
well thought out answers. 

Competence 
Context

Act in a range of varied and specific 
contexts, taking responsibility for the nature 
and quality of outputs; identify and apply skill 
and knowledge to a wide variety of contexts.

For example: Demonstrates ability  
in specific areas: takes accountability  
for given routines such as circle time;  
personal hygiene routines; meet and 
greet; competent in writing up daily logs.

Act in a range of varied and 
specific contexts involving 
creative and non-routine 
activities; transfer and apply 
theoretical concepts and/or 
technical or creative skills to a 
range of contexts.

For example: Participates 
effectively in management 
committee meetings; records 
items such as making ECCE 
returns. 

Why Engage in Continuing Professional Development?
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Area of 
Competence

FETAC Level 5 FETAC Level 6

Competence 
Role

Exercise some initiative and independence 
in carrying out defined activities; join and 
function within multiple, complex and 
heterogeneous groups.

For example: Introduces activities that 
promote difference; engages initiatives 
to encourage participation of parents of 
children with special needs; encourages 
children to respect difference through 
play and activities; keeps up to date with 
current issues concerning minority groups

Exercise substantial personal 
autonomy and often take 
responsibility for the work of 
others and/or for allocation of 
resources; join and function 
within multiple, complex and 
heterogeneous groups.

For example: Acts on own 
initiative and takes lead 
in supporting others; gets 
minority groups involved, 
parental involvement.

Competence 
Learning to 
Learn

Learn to take responsibility for own learning 
within a managed environment.

For example: Is open and willing to 
undertake training both accredited 
and non accredited; is willing to ask 
for support in areas of role that require 
further development; is willing to learn 
from others.

Learn to evaluate own learning 
and identify needs within a 
structured learning environment; 
assist others in identify leaning 
needs.

For example: Thinks outside 
comfort zone; is up front about 
needing/providing help on 1:1 
basis; models good practice in 
support and supervision.

Competence 
Insight 

Assume full responsibility for consistency of 
self-understanding and behaviour.

For example: Shows and embraces the 
need to be self aware and the impact 
one’s behaviour has on others, including 
children, parents and other team 
members; understands the qualities 
required to work with children, in teams 
and with parents.

Express an internalised, 
personal world view, reflecting 
engagement with others.

For example: Formulates own 
views and ideas, such as having 
a vision for your service and 
lobby for support for that 
vision.

Adapted from Grid of Level Indicators, National Framework of Qualifications (National Qualifications Association of 
Ireland) as noted in Síolta Manuals

ECCE staff should gradually develop all of these competencies. By examining your current role 
and its requirements, engaging in reflective practice and then identifying the gaps between your 
own set of skills and what the ideal is, you can fill these gaps, improve the quality of your work and 
know that this will help the children in your charge. 

Why Engage in Continuing Professional Development?
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The Benefits and Rewards of CPD
There are many rewards and benefits for all parties involved, including the individual staff member; 
the service in which they work; their fellow workers and, most of all, the children they work with. 

Benefits for children

Staff who can respond to a child’s need, whatever it is and however it is expressed, can ensure 
that each child has the opportunity to develop in all areas – emotionally, socially, physically and 
intellectually. If staff can understand the children in their care at a deep level, they can truly meet 
that child’s needs. Staff also need to remember that children are rights-holders and this should be 
factored into any decisions made regarding the child. The research carried out for Síolta supports 
this, in particular Arnett (1989 in Síolta, 2006) discovered that a higher level of training in 
caregivers was related to more positive attitudes towards the children and less authoritarian styles 
of interaction. 

Benefits for staff

For each person who undergoes professional development, the personal benefits frequently meet 
their own needs. These include:

•  Job satisfaction. In a sector where financial rewards are less likely, job satisfaction is a key need 
for dedicated people.

• Finding it easier to do their job. 

• Getting acknowledgment from their manager. 

• Seeing the difference that can be made to children’s lives.

•  An improved set of skills which can be recorded on CVs, for future job moves and career 
development.

Think of a young boy who acts up when in a group. 

What could you learn about him from this behaviour? 

How is it affecting his development? 

Would you know what would support him?

What do you think would be the benefits of professional development for you? 

Why Engage in Continuing Professional Development?
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Benefits for the service 

For an early childhood service, encouraging CPD is a way of having capable staff that can take 
suitable initiatives and work well together as a team. Services can also ensure that the right people 
are in the right jobs. 

When funding or money is limited, providing job satisfaction is a way to improve staff retention and 
avoid a high staff turnover, which is costly both in financial terms and for children’s well-being. For 
example, Murphy (2007) states: 

With regard to levels of experience, of 122 respondents, seven reported working in 
childcare less than one year, fifty reported working between one and four years, thirty 
three reported working between five and nine years, twelve reported working between 
ten and fourteen years and twenty reported working fifteen or more years (Waterford 
City & County Childcare Committees 2005:31). The findings indicate a fall off trend after 
working between one and four years in childcare. This finding is of concern as it may 
indicate a difficulty with retention of workers within the sector.

The service will benefit as quality improves, through efficiencies, better relationships and better 
planning capacity. For fellow workers and teams, having team members who can share new 
knowledge, who can support them appropriately and meet children’s needs effectively leads to a 
better working atmosphere.

Benefits for parents

Staff in early years services are often the first people outside the family to be trusted with their 
children by parents.

Síolta Standard 3, Component 3.2 states that ‘There are a variety of opportunities for parents to be 
involved in activities within the setting, taking into account the range of parents’ interests and time 
constraints.’

Practitioners who engage in professional development will be better equipped to provide support 
to and encourage parental involvement in the setting and ensure positive promotion of the role of 
parents in their child’s care and education. Through this, parents will enjoy better relationships with 
the staff, who will gain more awareness of the parent’s wishes and hopes for their child. Parents 
will be more confident that any approaches that they make to the service about their child will be 
handled in a professional manner, that the staff have their child’s best interests at heart and are able 
to meet their child’s needs satisfactorily. This will be obvious to parents in their children’s improved 
well-being, contentment and development.

What makes you satisfied with your job?
How long do you think you will stay working in ECCE?

Why Engage in Continuing Professional Development?
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Understanding  
Myself and My  
Learning Better 3

Before you read the section,  
ask yourself what you already  
know about these points.

After reading and working through this  
section you will have a better knowledge of:

•  Knowing me: self awareness.
•  The importance of self awareness.
•  Getting to know yourself.
•  Becoming reflective.
•  What makes you tick. 
•  My skills, my strengths. 
•  Effective learning. 
•  How you learn
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C
ase S

tudy 3
  

  P
hil

Understanding Myself and My Learning Better

‘There are three things that are extremely hard: steel, diamonds and  
knowing oneself.’ 

Benjamin Franklin

Knowing Me: Self Awareness
Self awareness is knowing and understanding yourself – knowing how you act and react to 
situations; how you get on with others; how you learn; what you want from life, both from your 
career and in your personal life; what your personal strengths and weaknesses are; what chances 
and opportunities there are for you to develop; what you are good at; what you enjoy.

Phil had been working in the same service for 
many years at the same level. At her annual 
appraisal meeting, she asked her manager why 
other people were being promoted and given 
special roles such as becoming key workers while 
she wasn’t. Phil’s line manager suggested to her 
that she did not seem to get involved, that she 
could contribute more to team meetings and to 
sharing information with her fellow workers.

Phil had never thought about this before, she liked to be private and to work with the children 
in her own way. She found it difficult to speak up in public and hadn’t realised that it affected 
others and how they saw her in work. 

Phil was upset at first. She went home and talked it over with her sister, who said that 
perhaps Phil could look into ways of improving the picture that other people had of her. 
She needed to show that she had good ideas and to do this she should link with the other 
members of staff, perhaps one-to-one at first, and ask her manager for some support in 
being more active in the team meetings. Her sister suggested that perhaps Phil could go to 
some personal development workshops or ask someone good at speaking in public to give 
her some tips on overcoming nerves. 

Is there anything else Phil could have done in the case study below?

Is there anything from Phil’s story that you could apply to your own learning?  

Have you asked your manager how you are perceived within your team?
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Understanding Myself and My Learning Better

The Importance of Self Awareness

 
 
People are complex and diverse beings. To become more self aware, we need to develop an 
understanding of ourselves across many areas. Having an accurate sense of who you are, what you 
are good at and what you want can help you to decide what you need to do to improve. Often, self 
awareness will help to reveal a skills gap that you want to work on. Self awareness of how and why 
you learn will help you make the best choices about your learning and to get the most out of any 
learning that you take on, whether simply reading articles about ECCE or doing a course. 

How self awareness helps managers 

Self awareness can help managers to identify gaps in their management skills that could be 
developed. It will also help them to identify situations in which they will be most effective, assist 
with decision making, aid stress management and motivate themselves and others. For example, 
a manager may find it difficult to talk with staff when there is a problem with their work, such as 
their punctuality. Knowing this might prompt the manager to undertake some assertiveness or 
supervision training, to become better at giving constructive feedback. 

Developing Self Awareness 
To develop self awareness, we need to ask ourselves questions and uncover aspects of our 
personality and how we respond and react to situations. We can find out about the things we do 
and what makes us tick, such as our personality traits, our values, our habits, needs and emotions.

Personality traits 

We don’t normally change our personalities, values and needs based on what we learn about 
ourselves. However, an understanding of our personality can help us to identify situations in which 
we will thrive, help us to better manage stressful situations and understand when we need support. 

Values 

he beliefs most important to you in your life? 

 
It is important that we each know and focus on our personal values. For instance, if your first 
priority is ‘being there for your children’ or ‘your relationship with God’, it is sometimes possible to 
lose sight of those priorities on a day-to-day, moment-by-moment basis. During the work day, so 
many problems and opportunities arise that our lists of ‘things to do’ can easily exceed the time 

If you read an article, do you ask yourself questions such as:

What is the purpose of it?

How well did the writer do the research?

Have I learnt anything about this topic before? Does it tell me anything new? 

How can I apply it in work?  

What are the beliefs most important to you in your life? 
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we have to do them. When we focus on our values, we are more likely to put first what is most 
important for us.

Habits

Habits are the behaviours that we repeat routinely and often automatically. Although we would like 
to possess the habits that help us to get on well with others, we can probably all identify at least one 
of our habits that affects us negatively. 

For example, you may be a manager who never consults your staff before making decisions. This 
habit may interfere with your ability to build your staff members’ commitment to the decisions 
you make. Staff will also be less confident in their own decision-making skills if they never have 
the chance to use them. Or you could be a childminder who feels that you don’t have time to 
give parents regular updates on their child’s progress. Instead you wait for them to ask you. Or 
you may be an ECCE worker who regularly puts off recording observations who may, therefore, 
miss something vital to the children with whom you work and not be able to contribute to team 
discussions regarding the children.

Needs

Maslow (1954) and other scholars have identified a variety of psychological needs that drive our 
behaviours such as needs for esteem, affection, belonging, achievement, self-actualisation, power 
and control. 

One of the advantages of knowing which needs exert the strongest influence on our own 
behaviours is the ability to understand how they affect our interpersonal relationships. Needs cause 
motivation and when needs aren’t satisfied, they can cause frustration, conflict and stress. 

For example, most of us have probably known people who have a high need for status. They are 
attracted to high-status occupations and they seek high-status positions wherever they work. Such 
people also want the things that symbolise their status such as expensive clothes, cars and shoes. 

Emotions

Emotional self awareness has become a hot topic of discussion recently because it is part of 
emotional intelligence (EQ). Understanding your own feelings, what causes them and how they 
impact on your thoughts and actions is emotional self awareness.

Have you any habits, good or bad, that affect your work? 

What are the three most important needs that you have?

Understanding Myself and My Learning Better
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Getting to Know Yourself 
To help you begin to know yourself better, there are a number of self awareness worksheets 
included in this Toolkit on pages 58 to 61 (Worksheet 1 Developing Self Awareness; 
Worksheet 2 Thinking About What I Do and Becoming Reflective; Worksheet 3 What 
Makes Me Tick?). Use these worksheets and tools as often as you like. You can complete them 
alone or, if you wish, you can also ask a colleague, supervisor or someone who knows you well to 
complete them and then compare and discuss the responses. The differences in the answers will 
highlight the distinction between your public image, or how others see you, and your self image, or 
how you see yourself. 

Note: Learning more about yourself and personal development are useful things to do, 
however sometimes this can bring up thoughts and ideas that may trigger strong emotions 
and feelings. If this happens to you, and you feel the need to speak with someone about these 
feelings, please consult with your manager or trusted colleague for support. 

The Johari Window - What I and Others Know about Me 

Using a tool called the Johari Window you can begin to understand who sees and knows different 
aspects of you. This knowledge is closely linked with emotional intelligence, which is your skill and 
willingness to let others know your thoughts, feelings and areas of uncertainty. 

The Johari Window has four regions as shown in the diagram below, each highlighting a differing 
viewpoint. Your own window can be drawn up by you alone or with a friend and can be useful in 
supervision. Just draw a blank square and fill it in, allocating the most space to the region you think 
most affects you.

The Johari Window 

 

Johari Window (Luft and Ingram, 1955) 

CD

Public or Open Area:  
This contains information about your 
feelings and behaviour that you are aware 
of and that others see as well. For example, 
you know and everyone else knows that 
you love to be outdoors with the children.

Blind Self: 
This is your blindspot – 
where others can see things 
that you can’t or won’t 
such as perhaps you get 
impatient with parents easily.

Unknown Area:  
These are things that are not 
known to you or to others. 
Perhaps you have a great 
talent for research that you 
have never had the chance 
to discover.

Hidden Self:  
This is where you keep things 
private. Perhaps you are terribly 
uncomfortable with dealing with 
conflict but don’t want to admit it.

Understanding Myself and My Learning Better
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There are always things that others learn about you from observing and working alongside you that 
can surprise you and give you insight into your knowledge of yourself. 

•  It is good to increase the size of the Public or Open Area by developing trust and openness 
through sharing appropriate knowledge with others and getting feedback when you need it. 

•  The Blind Self is where others know or see things about you that you don’t see. You can ask for 
feedback, for example from your manager or friends, and use this to learn more about yourself. 

•  The Hidden Self is where you keep your private information, such as fears, anxieties and 
feelings. It is good to have private personal information; however there may be work-related 
items that would be useful to discuss with others – increasing the open area and perhaps seeing 
areas that could benefit from CPD. 

•  Finally, the Unknown Area may have unconscious feelings, prejudices and abilities. In the 
workplace, exploring self awareness and genuine open discussion can uncover interesting self 
knowledge, such as a hidden talent. Caution should be used with hidden feelings. 

The size of these windows are changed by you when you choose how much or how little you wish 
others to see or know about you and when people give you feedback about things you didn’t realise 
about yourself.  

 
Becoming Reflective 
A good starting point for self awareness is to get into the habit of checking in and reviewing the 
things that you do as often as possible, especially when something good or difficult has happened. 
Thinking about what you do is known as reflective practice. 

The Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD Ireland) (2011) asks why is it 
important to reflect on learning and suggests reasons such as: 

•  To accept responsibility for your own personal growth. 

•  To help you see a clear link between the effort you put into your development activity and the 
benefits you get out of it. 

•  To help you see more value in each learning experience, by knowing why you’re doing it and 
what’s in it for you. 

•  To help you ‘learn how to learn’ and add new skills over time.

Do you tend to ask for feedback, for example, if you have sorted out a child’s 
problem successfully?  

Can you think of any work item that you really would like to discuss?

How would this help you? 

Understanding Myself and My Learning Better
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This process of reflection is illustrated in Síolta as shown below:

Síolta Reflective Practice

 
The reflective process can help you to make sense of your experiences in order to ‘continuously 
improve and refine practice’ (Síolta, 2007). 

Worksheet 2 Thinking About What I Do and Becoming Reflective on page 59 has some 
trigger questions to help you think more about what you do. Copy and fill out as often as possible, 
each day or a few days each week. You can bring it to your line manager or to someone you 
respect as a mentor and discuss any issues that come up and think about plans to help resolve 
them. 

What Makes Me Tick? 
Ability is what you are capable of doing. Motivation determines what you do.  
Attitude determines how well you do it.

Lou Holtz 

What makes you get up in the morning? Understanding the things that drive your actions helps to 
uncover your motivation. Motivation can be described as the combination of your needs, which 
lead you to your goals, with the final part being shaped by your self belief in how capable you are of 
achieving these goals, and the belief in how much control you have over your actions. 

Your needs can come from inside yourself, such as a strong need to be independent leading to the 
decision to take driving lessons. Alternatively, they can come from something external, such as a 
relative needing help or perhaps new regulations requiring you to get qualifications.

86

Professional	development
A practitioner’s capacity to engage in reflective practice can be supported and 
enhanced by regular and ongoing professional development activities. These can take 
a variety of forms including attendance at conferences, observation of practice in 
other ECCE settings and formal in-service courses. Research on Continuing Professional 
Development (CPD) courses for professionals highlights the fact that there are 
important characteristics that should be present if the course is to be effective. These 
include that the course:

“…..be embedded in the context of practice; engage and challenge the personal 
belief systems of the participant; stimulate and promote reflection in participants; 
integrate new knowledge with practice and recognise discourse as central to 
learning; recognise the need for continuity between old and new through practice; 
acknowledge the significance of the meaning making process and understand the 
need for time for its achievement” (Duignan, 200�:5�).

Dispositions
Working with young children and families is a challenging and demanding 
professional choice. In modern society, the early childhood professional needs to 
be fully prepared to meet these challenges in a professional manner. In addition 
to ensuring that qualifications have provided the necessary pre-service education 
including the core knowledge, skills and competence for professional practice, the 
individual practitioner must have a genuine commitment to working positively with 
children and families. The disposition essential to professional practice in ECCE has 
been identified as one which combines sensitivity and empathy with the ability to be 
objective and practical (  Research Digest/Standard 5: Interactions).

As already outlined, the Irish ECCE workforce has made strong commitments to becoming 
appropriately qualified for this demanding and challenging career choice. It is essential 
that continued efforts are made to ensure that all staff working with young children 
attain at least entry level qualifications (FETAC Level 5 or equivalent) or in the case of 
managerial staff, Bachelors degree level (or equivalent). Information on the range and 
nature of courses available can be accessed directly from the Further Education and 
Training Awards Council (FETAC), the Higher Education and Training Awards Council 
(HETAC) or the National Qualifications Authority of Ireland (NQAI). In addition, the City 
and County Childcare Committees and National Voluntary Childcare Organisations will 
be able to support practitioners who wish to find out more about nationally accredited 
training, as well as CPD opportunities.

In order to ensure that the setting supports and promotes regular opportunity for 
practitioners to reflect upon and review their practice, the following steps could be 
taken:

n Unqualified staff, or those in the process of acquiring training and qualifications, 
need to be resourced and supported to achieve their own learning goals 

n One qualified and experienced staff member in the setting is clearly identified as 
having responsibility for supporting staff in training or students on placement

Implementing	the	Standard

Laevers (2005) conducted a thematic review of non-traditional, highly regarded 
early education systems (High/Scope [USA], Reggio Emilia [Italy], Experiential 
Learning [Belgium] and Te Whariki [New Zealand]). He identified six characteristics of 
professional practice in early childhood education considered to be the cornerstones 
of any educational model of the future:

n Respect for the child

n An open framework (curriculum) approach

n A rich environment

n A process of representation

n Communication, interaction and dialogue

n Observation and monitoring

Reflective	practice	
In much of the literature regarding professional practice in ECCE, reference is made 
to the importance of reflective practice and ongoing professional development as the 
essential processes to ensure that high standards of quality provision are maintained 
(Dahlberg et al., �999; UNESCO, 200�). Reflective practice requires that the individual 
practitioner engages in thought processes that make her/him aware, in a critical way, 
of her/his everyday activities with a view to continuously improving and refining 
practice. These processes could be illustrated as follows:

Fig. ��.�: Thought processes for improving and refining practice
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Your needs can bring strong emotions and the strength of these can help you to experience strong 
motivation to achieve certain goals. Your beliefs can then affect how successful you are in working 
towards the goals, perhaps overcoming obstacles to do so, such as balancing your work and family 
to take on a study course.

In Worksheet 3 What Makes Me Tick? on page 61 you can do a quick self-test to see what 
your main needs are at this time.

One of the most straightforward explanations of motivation is called ‘The Hierarchy of Needs’ 
(Maslow, 1954). It sets out clearly the various things that people need and that help to drive their 
actions. The idea behind Maslow’s model is that if you are urgently focused on one need then the 
others take a back seat. For example, if someone has lost their job, their security needs will be most 
important, and meeting these are the most important thing to them at that time. 

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs  

 

 
Understanding the things that motivate you then making decisions on your goals is a good starting 
point in taking control of your own CPD and planning for your future. You can set long-term goals, 
such as obtaining qualifications, or more immediate goals, for example finding out more about 
special needs in order to support a child with whom you may be working. 

Discuss your findings with someone, perhaps in supervision or with a trusted friend, and get a 
deeper knowledge of yourself in order to help yourself grow and develop. 

Self-Actualisation
personal fulfilment and growth

Esteem Needs 
reputation, achievements, responsibility, and status

Belonging Needs
love, friendship, affection, relationships

Safety Needs
shelter, security, law and order 

 Bodily needs
air, hunger, sleep, warmth
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My Skills, Knowing My Strong Points 
In Worksheet 4 Transferable Skills: What Are My Main Skills With Things? and 
Worksheet 5 Transferable Skills: What Are My Main Skills With People and Children? 
there is the opportunity to better understand your various skills and strengths and to uncover your 
strong points in working with children. Some of these are areas that you may already be aware 
of but, as mentioned on page 29 in the Johari Window, in the Hidden Self and the Blind Self 
there may be things that you are not aware of and can discover through support from others. 
Complete the worksheets yourself and then ask a close colleague or friend to complete them as 
well. This will give a well-rounded picture of your true skills and abilities. You can then link this with 
the competencies listed for ECCE workers and begin to judge where you might want to learn or 
develop more fully.

Effective Learning
Effective learning is not just picking a topic at random, then attending a short course and leaving 
the notes on a shelf to gather dust. It is learning that you are able to remember, criticise, discuss, 
understand and apply in your work. Really effective learning is learning that you have absorbed at a 
level which is called ‘deep knowing’. 

Effective learning moves through four levels (Senge, 1990)

Unconscious incompetence
(you don’t know what you don’t know)

Conscious incompetence
(now you know what you don’t know)

Conscious competence
(you are doing it correctly, but very aware)

Unconscious competence
(doing the task the right way is second nature to you)

For example, when you begin to work with children, you have to learn their names, remember  
all the health and safety issues, fill out forms and ask people a lot of questions. Gradually you  
know more and more and after a while you stop making mistakes but still have to think and  
remind yourself about things. Eventually you realise that you do a lot of your work without having  
to think about it.
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The way to become an effective learner is to know yourself and how you learn best, choosing ways 
to gaining knowledge that suits you but also exploring other ways.

All of this will help the knowledge embed itself deeper in your mind and you will be better able to 
recall it and to understand how best to apply it.

My Style of Learning 
We all learn in different ways. Understanding this can help you to make good choices in the type of 
CPD that you decide to undertake and to get the most out of that choice. 

Learning is a process that has a number of steps. Each person usually has a preference for starting 
at a particular step, which is their preferred learning style, but all the steps must be completed in 
order for really effective learning to happen. In the cycle of learning, we show preferences of either 
being inclined to watch or do and to either think or feel. This process was first developed by David 
Kolb (1974, 1975) and is called the Learning Styles Inventory. It has been adapted and developed 
by many others since then.  

Learning Styles

Doer or Activist 
(directly experiencing 

something, taking action)

Thinker or Theorist  
(draw conclusions or  

ideas from your thoughts, 
studying about it)

Watcher or Reflector  
(organising your thoughts  

about the experience)

 Feeler or Pragmatist  
(trying out ideas or  
conclusions in new  

experiences or actions) 

Are there other ways of gaining knowledge you could explore? If you like to  
learn by reading, consider starting a reading group in your work, in an online 
network or perhaps in your local childminder’s network where you will discuss  
the things that you have read. You could also look for other ways to find out  
the same knowledge that you have read, such as an internet source like clips  
on www.youtube.com.

Understanding Myself and My Learning Better
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In practice, for example, if you get a new piece of equipment such as a new phone do you tend to 
read the manual or do you tend to go straight to trying it out and exploring it? Or would you prefer 
someone to show you how to use it? This indicates a learning preference.  

In Worksheet 6 My Style of Learning on page 65, there is a short questionnaire to help you 
understand how you tend to learn. 

In Appendix 2 Learning Effectively on page 88, there is more detail on how you can use this 
information about yourself to learn more effectively.

How Do I Take In Knowledge? 
We tend to prefer to take in knowledge and information in different ways. Some people will like 
to read a lot of text; others will like pictures, videos, diagrams; while others may prefer to listen to 
someone speaking, perhaps in a talk or lecture. 

•  Auditory learners learn best when they hear the material.

•   Visual learners remember best by seeing. 

•   Kinesthetic learners learn best by doing. 

There are also those who learn best by writing, speaking or reading. Each of these types of learner 
retains, retrieves and reproduces information best by studying in different ways. 

Use Worksheet 7 How I Take in Knowledge on page 67 to check your preferred way of taking 
in knowledge. By knowing this, you can improve on the chances you have to learn. For example, if 
you are an auditory learner, it might help you to record pieces out of a textbook; if you are a visual 
learner, go to DVDs or clips on YouTube to find out more about child development; or if you are a 
kinesthetic learner, it can help to use colour or doodles in any notes that you get in handouts or that 
you write down.

 

What do you like to do while reading this toolkit?

Do you go to the diagrams? 

Do you read it out loud to yourself? 

Do you like to make notes?
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My Learning Needs 4

Before you read the section,  
ask yourself what you already  
know about these points.

By reading this section you will understand: 

•  What your learning needs are.
•  How to identify your learning needs.
•  Reflection and self awareness.
•  Using support and supervision.
•  Using the appraisal process. 
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My Learning Needs

Can you identify any learning needs you might have?

Would it help you to discuss these with your manager?

C
ase S

tudy 4
  

  P
addy

Paddy had worked in the Early Years sector for 
a number of years as an ECCE worker. He was 
facing some changes in his life: he had become 
engaged and planned to marry in the next two 
years, and was in the process of planning to buy a 
home. He felt that he wanted to move along into a 
different role and earn a higher salary so that his 
plans could take shape. He wasn’t sure where to 
start so, after asking a friend, he decided to ask 

his manager for advice on what he would need to do to be considered for any promotion that 
might come along in the next couple of years. They set up an appraisal meeting, as he had 
never had one before, and discussed the types of work that Paddy was interested in as well 
as those he was good at. Paddy used some ideas such as keeping a diary for a while to see in 
what areas other training needs might be coming up. After this, he and his manager developed 
a training plan that would help Paddy focus on the most suitable areas for learning. 

What Are Learning Needs?
Learning needs are often described as the gap between what you need to do or know, and what 
you know or can do already. It may be that you know a lot of theory but are not confident about 
putting it into practice or you may be very experienced but need to learn about new areas for 
changes in your job. (The table on competencies on page 21 gives examples of requirements at 
FETAC Level 5 and at Level 6.)

Example of Typical Learning Gap

I am experienced at 
working with little children 
but not older ones

TRAINING GAP I need to work  
with older children 
in my job

 
You may have current learning needs, such as some new requirement in work that you need to 
learn about, or you may have long-term needs to help you meet plans for your future. 
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My Learning Needs

Have you ever had an upsetting incident at work?

What did you learn from it?

Identifying my Current Learning Needs
There are a number of areas you can explore in order to decide what your immediate needs for 
development are. Ask yourself the following questions to identify your main priorities:

•  What is expected of me in this job?

•  Am I familiar with the job description?

•  What are the skills and attitudes I need?

•  How can I work better with children and others?

•  What are the things that I do well?

•  What areas do I need to improve on? 

Looking at the role that you have at the moment and listing out the duties and responsibilities will 
help you to see what is required in your job. Your job description will also inform you. If it has not 
been updated for some time, check it against your current duties. 

Joan was faced unexpectedly one day with a parent 
who was very aggressive. Joan was upset by this 
person and the situation escalated to the point 
where another staff member had to come and 
help things to cool down. Joan was shocked at her 
own reaction to the situation. She discussed this 
critical incident with her manager, and together 
they decided that Joan should go on conflict 
management training. 

You can use Worksheet 8 Understanding Isolated Difficult Incidents on page 69 alone or 
with your manager to help you to understand and learn from such incidents.

There are a number of ways to check what the gap is between what you know and what you need 
to know. Some of these ways are: 

•  Reflective worksheets (Worksheet 3 What Makes Me Tick?).

•  Skills and strengths worksheets (Worksheet 9 Knowing My Strong Points in ECCE Work).

•  Discussing and understanding specific critical incidents or problems that come up (Worksheet 8 
Understanding Isolated Difficult Incidents).  

•  Support and supervision.

•  Appraisal/ annual review.

•  Team meetings, such as discussion about new children with different needs.

•  Changing needs in your organisation such as taking part in new initiatives like the Síolta QAP 
(Quality Assurance Programme).

•  Changing requirements such as new regulations.

CD
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My Learning Needs

Using Worksheets 1–9 will have given you an idea of some of your learning needs and also the 
best methods of learning for you. Matching your current skills and abilities with the requirements of 
your job will help to highlight the gaps between what you know and can do and what is needed of 
you. By building on this and spotting any particular or urgent needs through understanding specific 
incidents, you can build an even clearer picture. 

Using processes such as support and supervision and appraisal (see below) and team discussions 
will also help you decide what areas to include in your learning plans. 

Support and Supervision 
Staff supervision is defined as a process in which one worker is given responsibility 
to work with another worker(s) in order to meet certain organisational, professional 
and personal objectives. These objectives are competent, accountable performance, 
continuing professional development and personal support. (French, 2008) 

The purpose of support and supervision is to support you in your work with children, to help you 
with your self development and to provide accountability to the management of your service. This 
on-going process will also identify what encouragement and assistance you can expect to help 
you to achieve certain objectives. Part of your supervision and support is a regular session where 
you meet your manager/supervisor to discuss work issues. How often you meet depends on your 
needs and your confidence levels, the needs of the children, the ECCE team and the demands of 
your current role.

Supervision and support involves a regular, structured chance for you, as an employee, to discuss 
your work, review your progress and make plans for the future with a more senior member of staff 
or member(s) of management. 

Supervision is in place to provide support, backup and help to you as an employee as well as to 
challenge you, when necessary. It is a very important tool to help to motivate individual employees. 
Generally you will be happier in your job and perform better if you have been involved in reviewing 
and planning your own work and have had a say in the goals set for you by your supervisor.

It is not just how often you have supervision that is important, but the quality of the session. The 
more demanding your role, the more thorough the supervision needs to be. 

Preparing for support and supervision

Both you and your supervisor need to prepare for the meeting. You should look back at your work 
over a given period of time, such as since the last meeting, and think about how it has gone for you. 
You may wish to make a list of questions about your work to bring to the meeting. Your supervisor 
will do the same, evaluating your work over the given period. You can both use this as a basis for 
discussion at the meeting.

Do you have supervision as often as you would like?

Do you find it useful?

Do you have the opportunity to explore concerns in depth? 
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The level of support that you may need depends very much on the role you are undertaking and 
your own circumstances. These should be identified in the early stages of your employment in 
the early childhood setting through induction and should be reviewed regularly because the need 
for support may lessen as you gain in experience and confidence or it may increase in times of 
personal stress or responding to the needs of children. Support will be motivating and empowering 
and show that you and the efforts that you make in your work are valued. 

Note any issues that come up in your supervision sessions that might highlight an area for 
improvement and discuss with your manager how CPD will help. 

Annual Appraisals 
 

An appraisal is an assessment by both the manager (appraiser) and the staff member (appraisee) 
of the work that has been done over a period of time, for example, in the past year. The appraisal 
process is an opportunity for you to explore your training and development needs with your 
manager. Your manager will help you to link your needs with those of the service you work in. 

Good preparation will make sure that you get the best from this process. You need to think about it 
in advance, take your time to complete the appraisal form and give your manager adequate time to 
read it as well. 

The process itself usually has the following steps: 

1. You complete the appraisal form.

2. You submit the form to your manager before the appraisal meeting.

3.  You both go through the form together and your manager adds their comments and suggestions.

4. You both discuss what may need to be followed up.

5. You identify any training needs. 

6. You identify any other goals for development.

7. You consider how to meet these goals.

8. You make a personal development plan. 

9. You then make a training plan with your manager. 

10. You both give feedback on progress made, perhaps in supervision session.

See Worksheet 10 on page 77 for a Staff Appraisal Form.

The appraisal process will work best if there is trust established between you and your manager. 
This can be built up by both of you taking the time for regular discussion and chat throughout the 
year, both formal, as in regular supervision sessions, and informal, such as taking a few minutes to 
catch up over a cup of tea or a lunch. 

My Learning Needs
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Do you think an appraisal meeting would benefit your work?

What areas would you like to focus on or discuss?
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Staff CPD from  
a Manager’s  
Viewpoint 5

Before you read the section,  
ask yourself what you already  
know about these points.

By reading this section you, as a manager,  
will understand:

•  The manager’s role in staff CPD.
•  How to support staff.
•  The supervision process.
•  The appraisal process. 
•  Staff training and development.
•  Transfer and evaluation of training.
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Staff CPD from A Manager’s Viewpoint

The Manager’s Role in Learning 
The role of a manager in the CPD of staff is an important one. A manager can help to establish 
a good learning environment which questions, reflects and seeks to improve continuously. This 
environment can be part of what is called a ‘learning organisation’, as developed by Peter Senge 
(1990). Senge looks at organisations as a whole, in other words a system that brings together all 
sections of an organisation and which understands that actions taken in part of the organisation 
have an impact on other parts, either in the short term or longer term.

Susan had learnt about Positive Behaviour in 
Children on a course. She used this new knowledge 
to develop new policies and procedures in the large 
service in which she worked for supporting a new 
approach to children’s behaviour. 

Managers in early years services are aware of the parts of their services that make up the whole. 
However, a core principle of the system in any service is the ability to learn, both individually and 
as an organisation. This type of learning is deeper than just memorising the facts from a course. It 
involves higher levels of understanding – synthesis and evaluation of the learning (Bloom, 1956) 
– which means that the service develops the ability to apply the learning in a variety of contexts. 
This brings the service from what Senge calls ‘adaptive learning’, which responds in the short term, 
towards ‘generative learning’, where new attitudes, ideas and changes are possible, creating a 
dynamic organisation. Senge (1990) states that:

Organisations learn only through individuals who learn. Individual learning does not 
guarantee organisational learning. But without it no organisational learning occurs.

This approach is supported by Chris Argyris (Smith, 2001), who developed what he called  
‘double loop learning’. This is learning that seeks to move beyond the surface analysis of issues and 
to examine underlying practices, norms and attitudes that may lead to the issues emerging in the 
first place. 

Has anyone in your service brought elements of their training into the  
organisation as a whole?

How could the manager in the case study below get to the heart of the problem 
and bring about changes in attitudes among staff?
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FunKids was a service that ran efficiently and 
seemed on the surface to be beneficial for children. 
However, the staff attitudes to children were 
authoritarian and there was a norm that it was 
important to get through the routine promptly each 
day, even if this meant that the children were given 
orders and hurried through activities rather than 
being given time and support individually. 

FunKids applied to take part in a quality 
programme, with a view to obtaining a Quality Mark. They believed that they fulfilled all the 
requirements, with good environments, good HR practices, full programmes and a busy, 
efficient routine. The manager was shocked when they were turned down, and asked for 
another opinion and a review. The assessor came and spent a lot of time observing. He 
reported to the manager that the quality of adult:child interactions was poor, that children did 
not have opportunity to become independent or to make enough choices, and that they did not 
have the opportunity to achieve their full potential. 

A good learning environment is one where staff feel that any mistakes they make can be dealt with 
in a way that helps them to learn. They will feel encouraged to be creative and imaginative knowing 
that their views and opinions are important to their manager. Smith (2001) says: 

The process of exploring one’s performance, personality and fundamental aims in life 
(and this is what Peter Senge is proposing) is a daunting task for most people. To do it 
we need considerable support, and the motivation to carry the task through some very 
uncomfortable periods. 

This environment is one that fosters the continuous improvement involved in the Síolta spiral (see 
page 12). It will encourage staff to make the most of any learning opportunities and bring their 
learning back to the organisation.

Managers can achieve this in a variety of ways. They can seek to motivate, empower and value 
staff. They can provide information and advice, help provide access to training and be positive 
critics, giving constructive feedback to staff when required. Such managers will endeavour to 
provide opportunities to staff to grow and develop; presenting them with new challenges and 
chances to try out newly acquired skills or knowledge. 

How do you prepare staff for team meetings?
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Liz liked to help her staff to develop new skills by 
providing safe opportunities for their development. 
Liz noticed that Mick, a new ECCE assistant, had 
good skills at working with children, but had never 
had the chance to develop any type of role where 
he took charge with adults. Liz decided to rotate the 
chair at team meetings, as this would be a good way 
for Mick to be challenged in a safe environment and 
have to learn and practise new skills.  

Supporting Staff 
Motivating and empowering

Knowing what motivates your individual employees will help to ensure that what they are doing has 
the capacity to provide the satisfaction for which they are looking. For example, a person whose 
reason for working with children is to make a difference to children’s lives will not be satisfied if 
they are placed in an office on their own doing admin or working in a one-to-one situation. A person 
who wants to be or is a qualified ECCE professional and wants to use their skills to benefit children 
may be prepared occasionally to help out with administration but is unlikely to stay around for long 
if this is all they are asked to do. Managers should be prepared to be flexible and develop new 
opportunities to suit individual employees and recognise that peoples’ motives can change. 

Using Worksheet 11 What Makes My Staff Tick? on page 76 will help you to consider your 
staff’s needs. 

Allowing staff to make decisions and have an element of control over what they do can help to 
create a sense of ownership, which is likely to result in a higher degree of satisfaction. Employees 
need to know what the limits of their responsibilities are and be given a certain amount of autonomy 
to act within these limits as long as there is no chance of safety being compromised. You should try 
to get a balance between responsibility, autonomy and boundaries.

Valuing 

Your staff need to feel that the work they do is valued and that it makes an important contribution 
to the setting in which it takes place. You as a manager in an early childhood service can help 
employees to feel valued by giving them the opportunity to be:

•  Involved in decision making.

•  Asked their opinion.

•  Provided with the same information as other staff members.

•  Generally included in the operation of the setting.

Staff CPD from A Manager’s Viewpoint
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Ideas for inclusion 

•  Encourage high attendance at meetings of staff and/or management committee.

•  Include new employees in the parents’ handbook and have photos on the notice board.

•  Include a report on new staff in newsletters.

•  Include staff names in reports on work they are involved in.

•  Have a method for updating employees on what has happened since they were last in.

•  Have a staff representative on the management board and relevant committees.

•  Give staff the opportunity to represent the organisation to outside bodies.

•  Include staff in the writing of organisational policies and plans.

•  Involve employees in organisational planning.

Providing information

The exchange of information is fundamental in enabling your staff to act effectively. Staff need 
information on an on-going basis and processes should be developed to help this happen. This 
might include:

•  The inclusion of written policies and procedures in the employees’ handbook or pack.

•  Informal and formal meetings.

•  Updates or notices about the sector, newsletters, telephone calls, progress reports.

•  Inclusion in meetings with parents/carers.

Guidance

Your employees need to have reasonable access to you as their manager/supervisor, both on 
a regular scheduled basis and at times of the employee’s choosing. This will help to create an 
environment where employees feel that they are appreciated and will make it easier for them to 
discuss difficulties with you should they arise. One way to get this into manageable proportions is 
for the manager/supervisor to be available for employees to speak to, either in person or by phone, 
at a specific time during the day or week. Supervision is another one of the processes you can use. 

The Supervision Process 
The term ‘supervision’ is often associated in peoples’ minds with being told what to do and how to 
do it. In the context of ECCE, supervision should be about providing direction and encouragement 
and the role of the manager/supervisor is therefore one of an enabler. Managers/supervisors are 
accountable for the work of employees and have responsibility for ensuring their job satisfaction 
and facilitating their personal/professional development, in the context of addressing quality 
outcomes for the children. 

As a manager, how do you think you would deal with the situation described  
in the case study below? 

Staff CPD from A Manager’s Viewpoint
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Margaret was the manager of a large service. 
She noticed that Eddie, one of the room leaders, 
seemed touchy lately and a couple of the workers 
in his room complained that he was being unfair 
in arranging rosters. In supervision, Margaret 
and Eddie discussed this, and it emerged that 
Eddie felt stuck in a rut and couldn’t see any 
way to effect a change as jobs were not easy to 
come by. Margaret arranged that Eddie would 

be supported to take on curriculum development for the service and would attend Aistear 
information sessions to help him do this. Eddie appreciated that he had a new challenge and 
that he would develop new competencies. 

Supervision is a part of the ongoing relationship between the employee and the organisation. It is 
an effective way of maintaining high standards of performance and of giving feedback. 

The Supervision Process will give you and your staff the opportunity to do the following. 

1. Discuss and agree standards and targets for performance by:

 • Setting work and development objectives and targets

 • Agreeing new responsibilities

 • Assisting you with any issues

 • Identifying limits and boundaries and areas of change

2. Monitor performance and assess progress by: 

 • Reviewing work done 

 • Assessing development and achievements 

 • Identifying gaps

 • Agreeing improvements where needed

 • Agreeing new targets

3. Provide guidance by:

 • Asking questions

 • Listening

 • Providing advice and information

 • Assisting you to solve problems

 • Giving and receiving feedback

Staff CPD from A Manager’s Viewpoint
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The Appraisal Process
The appraisal process will provide an opportunity to learn about your individual staff member’s 
training and development needs and, as a manager, you can link these with the organisational 
needs and direction. Preparing for the appraisal by reading the employee’s completed appraisal 
form gives you the chance to better understand their perception of their role and how they are 
performing in it. The appraisal process provides you with a chance to motivate and encourage your 
staff, to provide constructive feedback on areas of strength and areas which need to be developed, 
and to help inform them of organisational aims. 

Martina managed a large service with 27 staff. She 
felt that staff morale was low due to funding cutbacks, 
outside economic issues and concerns. Martina 
decided to use the next round of appraisal interviews 
to provide staff with an opportunity to discuss the 
future plans for the service, and to elicit their ideas on 
ways to handle funding shortfalls. 

 
The appraisal process will work best if there is trust established between you and your staff. This 
can be built up by regular discussion and chat throughout the year, both formal as in regular 
supervision sessions, and informal, such as taking a few minutes to catch up over a cup of tea  
or a lunch. 

The process usually consists of an appraisal form being completed by the employee, a joint 
review of this and a discussion as to what may be need to be followed up. This may include any 
training needs that are identified or some new goals that can be included in an employee personal 
development plan. 

There is no ‘right way’ to conduct an appraisal interview. This is because it requires interaction 
between the manager and the employee/appraisee and, in some cases, the collection of views and 
impressions from peers. The right way is whatever works best for the individuals involved. 

It is important to allow whatever time is necessary for the appraisal, even if this requires more than 
one meeting. A useful division is to have one meeting to review a defined period in the year and 
a second meeting to plan the future. It is important, therefore, to involve your staff who are due 
appraisals by asking them to prepare for the meeting and making sure that you, as the appraiser, 
do quite a bit less talking than the staff member as the appraisee.

The appraisal interview needs to be followed by actions and planning that help the staff member 
to see how they can implement their plans in their work with the children. An appraisal interview 
with no further action is demotivating for the appraisee and a waste of time for everyone involved. 
Appraisals benefit both the employee and the organisation; they can promote communication and 

How do you find your own appraisals help you?

Staff CPD from A Manager’s Viewpoint
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understanding between the employee and the supervisor. Not following up after an appraisal may 
give your employee the impression that the organisation places no importance on their contribution 
or future development. 

An appraisal is not something which can just take place without any preparation. In order for you 
and your staff to get the most benefit from it, thought needs to be given to the people involved, the 
environment in which it will take place, equipment, materials and the method to be used. 

There is a sample appraisal form in Worksheet 10 Staff Appraisal Form on page 71.

Finally, the appraisal process takes time and should allow for reflection and preparation. The 
discussion should focus on key issues and you should agree a reasonable job plan for the following 
year. This would include agreeing achievable objectives and relevant personal development plans 
for a defined period in the year. It is important to set up success criteria and milestones for this 
period and to set dates for interim and annual reviews. 

Staff Training and Development 

 
Supporting the training and development of your staff plays an important part in their CPD. They 
need to be properly prepared for the work expected of them and will give them confidence in what 
they do to become valued members of the setting. The Workforce Development Plan (2010) 
highlights the difficulties that staff have in accessing training and you as a manager can help to 
overcome some of these issues by letting staff know of the value that you place on training. You can 
do this by creating a learning environment and planning with all staff to ensure cover is available 
should they need to attend training during the day. Staff should then be supported to bring their 
new knowledge back and put it into practice. 

Helping the staff member to identify their training and development needs is vital. You can help 
them gather information from their self-awareness exercises, such as their reflections, their 
understanding of any difficult incidents that they have taken note of and issues that have come up 
through the supervision and the appraisal process. 

When the main training needs are identified, you can then help them to develop individual training 
plans and determine priorities that suit both their needs and those of the service.

1.  Assess and agree training needs with employee.

2.  Create training or development plan.

3.  Consider the employees learning styles and personality. Ask the employee to complete a 
learning styles questionnaire.

4.  Plan training, source of training and who is responsible for delivery of training. Keep 
employee informed at all times. 

5.  Assess or evaluate the benefit of the training to the employee and the setting.

Source: Adapted from BCCN Information Pack for Pre-School Services April 2010

Do you have a staff training policy?

Staff CPD from A Manager’s Viewpoint
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See Worksheet 12 My Training and CPD Plans on page 77.

It may be helpful at this point to decide whether it is important for the training objectives to be tied 
to timetables such as the organisation’s financial year or to strategic development goals.

General discussion in this area might cover the following topics:

• The main aims of the job.

• Medium-term and long-term aims and implications for the job.

• Training implications and requirements, if any.

You can help your staff member to consider all the options available, some of which may not have 
occurred to them, such as gaining experience in another section or meeting with an experienced 
colleague for some mentoring or coaching in a particular area. It may be helpful to develop a 
personal log of Continuing Professional Development for each member of staff.

 

Transfer of Learning 
For you as a manager, a key element of the whole training, development and CPD process in 
which your staff engage is to ensure that what they have learnt is brought back in to their work and 
used effectively. 

This key element begins firstly by supporting staff in making the most appropriate choices to fulfil 
their training needs and in making a wise choice in their method of learning, both in relation to their 
own ways of taking in knowledge and also in relation to the subject matter. For example, it may be 
that a staff member needs to learn about First Aid, but in order to do this they will need to attend a 
recognised course rather than only read about it or copy colleagues. 

Having chosen suitable learning opportunities, when the staff member brings new ideas to their 
work you as the manager can help them to try these out, evaluate them and see how they are 
working. Evaluation needs to take place immediately after the training. You can also check back in 
some time later to see if the learning is still working. This will become part of the cycle of reflection 
and could be included in the supervision process as well as the follow up to effective appraisals.

Overall, the organisation should develop policy and procedures on training, considering the 
requirements for staff members. Information on funding of courses, study leave and other matters 
needs to be included as well (Barnardos, 2010a).

For more information on policies see Barnardos’ publications A Practical Guide to 
Developing Childcare Policies Books 1 and 2 (2008, 2010).

For more information on HR see Barnardos’ publication Human Resource Management 
for Early Years Services (2010).

Have you ever considered setting up a buddy or mentoring situation for any 
members of staff?

How do you ensure that staff are given support for new ideas?

Staff CPD from A Manager’s Viewpoint
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Planning Your CPD 6

Before you read the section,  
ask yourself what you already  
know about these points.

When you work through this section you 
will understand:

•  Knowing your dreams and setting 
your goals.

•  How to develop your training plans.
•  How to ensure effective learning.
•  How to put your CPD into practice.
•  Full Circle: how to record and reflect.
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Planning Your CPD 

Knowing Your Dreams and Setting Your Goals 
Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things that you didn’t 
do than by the ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe 
harbour. Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.

Mark Twain, 1835-1910, American author and commentator, aka Samuel L Clemens

What you want for yourself, being clear about your dreams, ambitions and aims, both in work and 
in your personal life in the future means sitting down and thinking about your needs now, your 
needs in the medium term and those for the long term. 

It is important to be clear about your long-term needs. We are often driven in the short term by 
things that are urgent to us or those around us, rather than those things which are truly important 
and which fit with our longer-term dreams and ambitions.

Short-term goals often just relieve short-term pressure. It is very possible to be constantly driven by 
these goals, which can turn out not to help you towards what you really want in the longer term, as 
they have not been planned with your overall aims in place. 

By completing the worksheets in this Toolkit, you may have identified certain things that are really 
important to you, such as having time for your family or perhaps travelling, and certain things that 
you need to do for your work, such as acquiring a qualification. Think about the most important of 
these and then begin to plan how to make these happen by setting goals. 

The word ‘goals’ is one that has many meanings, especially to football players! When we talk about 
goals here, we mean an intended outcome that requires action that satisfies needs. In other words 
goals are the expected outcomes, both short and long term, that you need to set for yourself to 
achieve your dreams. You achieve your goals and ultimately your dreams by putting in place a clear 
set of objectives or actions that you can manage step by step. 

 
You may have heard of aims, goals and objectives and these terms may be sometimes 
confusing. The difference can be seen in this example: 

• Your aim may be to have a holiday this year. 

• Your three goals are to have it with your friends in August in the West of Ireland. 

•  Your objectives will be the steps that you need to take to make that all happen such as 
saving plan to save a certain amount each month, agreeing the destination with your family, 
booking it, arranging time off from work and planning what you need to bring. 

• Objectives need to be SMART! That is:

 Specific (I will save each month)

 Measurable (I will save €40 each month)

 Achievable (I can afford this amount without much difficulty for six months)

 Realistic (Saving this amount will give me enough for my holiday)

 Timed (I will have enough for holiday after six months saving)
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Planning Your CPD 

When setting goals, ensure that you can reach them realistically. For example, if you are a 
Community Employment worker and want a qualification, your manager might suggest that you 
complete FETAC Level 5 before your 12 month contract is over. This could turn out to be a 
negative experience as you could feel under immense pressure to complete it within the time frame 
and not enjoy the learning. It would be more realistic to agree the goal of obtaining the qualification, 
but in the short term completing at least five modules and longer term completing the full award.

Using Worksheet 13 Goal Setting on page 78, you can list your main aims and dreams, name 
the goals that are necessary to work towards these, and plan the next steps or objectives that will 
set the ball rolling for you. 

Filling in Worksheet 14 Summary of My Skills and Areas for Improvement on page 79, will 
help you to identify what you need to do to achieve your goals.

Developing Your Training Plans 
Your particular training plan might be made up of a number of different elements. For example, if 
your aim is to obtain a FETAC Level 5 Award within two years, you can begin working towards that 
in many ways: 

Example of a Training Plan 

Item 1: 

What method Background reading of FETAC Awards details.

Why this? This will help me to find out what the main topics are in this award.

How Checking FETAC Website, talking with tutors. 

When Before enrolment date.

Item 2: 

What method Checking what I already know about the modules.

Why this? This will help me to know and plan for the amount of work that I will 
need to do. It will give me the chance to read more about the ones 
with which I am unfamiliar.

How Looking over my work reflections; my critical incidents; my 
supervision and appraisal notes. 

When Before and after enrolment. 

CD
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Planning Your CPD 

Do you get support from your local Advisory Officer?

Are you part of a network?

C
ase S

tudy 1
1

    Tricia

Achieving Goals 
Achieving our goals is one of the key ways we have of feeling good. It is, in effect, the brain’s way 
of rewarding us for meeting its needs.

As well as a FETAC Award, you may of course have a number of training and CPD ideas listed 
in your plan. For example, you may also need to attend a refresher Manual Handling course in 
the same period and also there may be an interesting session available locally on Art Therapy or 
a colleague may lend you a book about something that you would find useful. You may also ask 
your manager if you can gain experience in a different part of the service, such as the after school. 
Setting all these out in a plan will help you to see how realistic the objectives you have set are and 
identify any other factors such as barriers that may crop up for these. 

Worksheet 15 My CPD Record is a template for you to help record your training plans.

Putting Your CPD into Practice Effectively 
It is encouraging, when you have begun your CPD, to see results in your work, such as perhaps 
seeing a child that had a particular difficulty now coping better thanks to your new ideas. 

Tricia was a childminder who had worked from home 
for many years. In recent years, she had noticed that 
there were a lot of new developments and more support 
available for childminders. Tricia was shy and used to 
working alone, but she summoned up the courage to join 
her local childminders network. She found great support 
and ideas coming from the other childminders and the 
local Advisory Officer. Through this, Tricia decided to do 
the Childminders QAP (Quality Assurance Programme) 

and she was delighted to find that it helped with areas that she had found difficult, such as 
keeping records. She also went to a course on Activities for School Age Children and the child 
that she minded really enjoyed the new ideas that she put into practice. 

You can achieve these results by making sure that any training you undertake is effective and 
can be sucessfully used in your work. Keeping a record of such training, such as certificates of 
attendance, is important. These can be kept in your CPD file.

If you have chosen appropriate training that is directly linked to your training needs and those 
of your service, then it is likely that you will be able to bring the learning back into your work 
successfully. Discuss with your supervisor and consider issues such as the rest of the staff knowing 
that you may be trying new ideas or picking a part of the curriculum that you may change. If you are 
a childminder, it might be that you can let parents know in advance that you may have some new 
methods or knowledge and that you will discuss these with them. In all cases, the advance planning 
and decisions around the training, checking immediately after the learning and then checking in 
longer term to see if it is working are all elements that will help towards effective learning and bring 
it into practice. 

CD
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Planning Your CPD 

Full Circle: Recording, Reviewing, Reflecting 
Recording your CPD 

It is important to keep a record of all the CPD that you undertake. This record can be kept with 
your CV and will be useful for helping you to review and reflect. It will remind you of what you 
have learned and can be used at supervision sessions, as part of your annual appraisal, for any 
regulatory uses such as First Aid Certificates and to help you if joining a professional body. Record 
all CPD, as it is surprising how much you may be doing already without noting it, such as at team 
meetings, reading about Aistear or other examples. 

A simple method of recording is best and as your record grows you can decide to store it on your 
computer or in paper copies (always making backup, either paper ones, memory sticks or online by 
emailing copies). 

A simple recording template is provided in Worksheet 15 My CPD Record on page 80. 

Appendix 3 Developing My CV on page 89, gives you guidance around developing your CV.

Reviewing and reflecting on CPD 

Reviewing and reflecting on any CPD that you do is important as it helps you to do the following:

• Remember the main learning points from it.

• Gives you a chance to think about if you agreed or didn’t agree with the content.

• Helps you to consider did it work out as you had planned and, if not, why not.

•  Helps you to work out if the method of CPD suited you or if you could you learn better  
another way.

•  Enables you to consider were you able to fully understand it and know how it would fit with your role. 

•  Lets you think about what you will bring back to your work and perhaps do differently. 

•  Allows you to decide if you learnt enough or will you do more on this topic. 

You can also decide if it fitted in with your other goals and use the chance to check your overall 
goals. You can carry out reflection on your own, with a colleague or with your supervisor. This can 
help to give an objective view and some fresh insight on how it fits with work. 

This process of reflection will bring you full circle in the process of CPD and you can then be 
looped into a spiral of continuous development, improvement and learning.

CD
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Final Words  

Enjoy your achievements as well as your plans.  
Keep interested in your own career, however humble,  
it is a real possession in the changing fortunes of time.
Desiderata, Max Erhmann
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Final Words

This Toolkit has sought to help you as an early childhood professional learn and develop by 
understanding and using Continuing Professional Development. The aim is to allow you to begin to 
understand yourself and how you work, learn effectively, think about a learning path for yourself that 
links with what is required in your job and also what you need now and in the future. It has aimed to 
help you to see how you can apply your learning and development in practical ways to your work 
so that you and the children with whom you work benefit from your CPD. 

The Toolkit has discussed the role of the manager and provision of support for staff. It has looked 
at how individual learning and the learning of the organisation are inextricably linked, and above all 
how this all leads to better quality services for children in the context of the national frameworks of 
Síolta, Aistear and the Workforce Development Plan. 

The crucial message for you as a lifelong learner is that you can take charge of and guide your own 
learning and development in whatever way best suits you, and that this process is something that 
will help to fulfil you in your work with children and also help towards your own personal fulfilment. 
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Worksheets
✔

Your Learning and Development
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Early Childhood Care and Education, Barnardos and BCCN (2010)

Worksheet

1
Developing  
Self Awareness

Write down a positive statement which describes your self awareness under each of the headings 
discussed.

My Values 

For example: I believe that I should be fair to people at all times.

I believe…

I believe…

What Are My Personality Traits? 

For example: I have an easy going and friendly personality which helps me in understanding and 
helping others. 

I am…

I have…

What Habits do I Have?

For example, I am inclined to jump to conclusions before hearing all the facts about something.

I….

I…

I…

What Are My Needs? 

For example: I really need to see my close friends regularly.

I need…

I need…

My Emotions 

For example: I get very upset when I see someone being unfair to other people.

I feel…

I feel…
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Early Childhood Care and Education, Barnardos and BCCN (2010)

Worksheet

2
Thinking About What I Do 
and Becoming Reflective  

Today/this week …

I noticed…

 
I wondered how I could do                                                                                                  better

 
I tried…

 
I learnt…

 
I didn’t understand…

 
I wasn’t happy about…

 
It occurred to me that …

 
I wondered who could help me to …

 
I want to find out more about …

 
I felt …

a lot of the time

 
I …

P.T.O.
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Early Childhood Care and Education, Barnardos and BCCN (2010)

Worksheet

2
Thinking About What I Do 
and Becoming Reflective

Tomorrow/next week …

I will try out…

 
I will look up on the internet…

 
I will read…

 
I will watch…

I will ask…

about…

I will show…

I will explain…

to…

I will tell…

I will think about…

I will learn…

I will not be afraid to…

Continued
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Early Childhood Care and Education, Barnardos and BCCN (2010)

Worksheet

3
What Makes Me Tick?

Quick self-test based on the ‘Hierarchy of Needs’ (adopted from Chapman, 2003)

Read the following statements and tick those that apply to you. There are no right or wrong answers. 
There is a guide to help you interpret your answers below.

 1.   Aside from dieting and personal choice, I never starve through lack of food nor lack of 
money to buy food. Aside from the usual trauma of moving house, I have no worry at all 
about having somewhere to live – I have ‘a roof over my head’. 

 
 2.  I generally feel safe and secure – job, home, etc – and protected from harm. My life generally 

has routine and structure – long periods of uncontrollable chaos are rare or non-existent. 

 3.   I am part of, and loved by, my family. I have good relationships with my friends and colleagues 
– they accept me for who I am. 

 4.  I am successful in life and/or work and I’m recognised by my peers for being so. I’m satisfied 
with the responsibility and role that I have in life and/or work, my status and reputation, and my 
level of self-esteem. 

 5.   My aim is self-knowledge and enlightenment. The most important thing to me is realising my 
ultimate personal potential. I seek and welcome ‘peak’ experiences. 

Interpretation: 
Maslow said that needs 1-4 are deficiency motivators and are generally satisfied in order when 
the previous need is fully or partially satisfied. If ticked above they are probably satisfied. If a need 
ceases to be satisfied there is less or no motivation to strive to maintain or satisfy higher level 
needs in the triangle below. Need 5 is a growth motivator and if ticked this is likely to be a focus of 
motivation. This test is based on Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. 

 5. Self-Actualisation Needs 
(personal growth and fulfilment)

  4. Esteem Needs
(achievement, status, responsibility, reputation)

 3. Belongingness and Love Needs 
(family, affection, work group etc.)

2. Safety Needs
(protection, security, order, law, etc.)

1. Biological Needs 
(basic life needs - air, food, shelter, warmeth, sleep etc.) (Reproduced  

with permission)
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Worksheet

4
Transferable Skills:  
What Are My Main  
Skills with Things?

Skills with my body Not great Good Excellent

Using my hands or fingers [such as knitting, 
massaging]. 

Having great dexterity and flexibility [such as 
playing guitar] 

Using my hands and eyes in coordination

My physical coordination

Having speed, stamina, strength

Others

Skills with materials Not great Good Excellent

Crafts, sewing, woodwork

Carving, chiselling

Moulding, sculpting, shaping

Painting, finishing, restoring

Precision work with my hands

Others

Skills with objects [food, tools, 
instruments]

Not great Good Excellent

Cleaning, preparing, washing

Making, producing, cooking

Maintaining, preserving, repairing

Precision work with tools or instruments

Handling and managing 

Others
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Continued

Worksheet

4
Transferable Skills:  
What Are My Main  
Skills with Things?

Skills with equipment,  
machinery, toys, vehicles

Not great Good Excellent

Setting up, assembling

Operating, controlling, driving

Minding, tending

Maintaining, cleaning, repairing

Taking apart, salvaging, breaking down

Others

Skills with creativity Not great Good Excellent

Crafts, sewing, woodwork

Carving, sculpting, painting

Ideas, problem solving

Designing, writing, 

Planning events

Others

Skills with animals, growing things Not great Good Excellent

Green fingers, growing flowers, fruit, 
vegetables

Planning gardens, vegetable plots

Training animals, pets

Caring for animals, pets

Others
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Early Childhood Care and Education, Barnardos and BCCN (2010)

Worksheet

5
Transferable Skills: What 
Are My Main Skills With 
People and Children?

Skills with individuals, one at a time Not great Good Excellent

Taking orders, instructions, helping

Communicating in person with adults or by telephone

Communicating with very young children one to one

Communicating with older children [3-6] one to one

Training, instructing adults

Training, instructing children

Advising, coaching, mentoring, counselling adults 

Advising, coaching, mentoring, counselling children

Healing, diagnosing, soothing

Selling, persuading, motivating

Assessing, judging individuals

Linking people, making friends

Other 
 

Skills with groups, organisations, work Not great Good Excellent

Consulting with a group and carrying out their wishes

Communicating with a group

Making presentations to a group

Group training, tutoring

Communicating with very young children [0-3] in a 
group

Communicating with older children [3-6] in a group

Performing in front of a group, singing, acting 

Organising games, physical exercise, sports

Designing group activities

Facilitating group discussions

Making a group of adults feel comfortable

Making a group of children feel comfortable

Managing or supervising group activities

Getting things done, working with a team

Managing conflict in an adult group

Managing conflict between children

Other 
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Worksheet

6
My Style of Learning

Read each statement carefully. To the left of each statement write the code that best describes 
how each statement applies to you. Answer honestly as there are no correct or incorrect answers. 
It is best if you do not think about each question too long as this could lead you to the wrong 
conclusion.

Section 1

Please either an AE or an RO next to the statement below, depending on which part of the 
statement most closely describes you.

1. ________  (AE) I often produce off-the-cuff ideas that at first might seem silly or half baked.  
(RO) I am thorough and methodical.

2. ________ (AE) I am normally the one who initiates conversations. (RO) I enjoy watching people.

3. ________ (AE) I am flexible and open minded. (RO) I am careful and cautious.

4. ________  (AE) I like to try new and different things without too much preparation.  
(RO) I investigate a new topic or process in depth before trying it.

5. ________  (AE) I am happy to have a go at new things. (RO) I draw up lists of possible courses 
of actions when starting a new project

6. ________ (AE) I like to get involved and participate. (RO) I like to read and observe.

7. ________ (AE)I am loud and outgoing. (RO) I am quiet and somewhat shy.

8. ________ (AE) I make quick and bold decisions. (RO) I make cautious and logical decisions.

9. ________ (AE) I speak slowly, after thinking. (RO) I speak fast, while thinking.

Total (AE) ___________ Total (RO) ___________

The one that has the larger number is your task preference.

P.T.O.
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Continued

Worksheet

6
My Style of Learning

Section 2

Place either an AC or a CE next to the statement below, depending on which part of the statement 
most closely describes you.

1. ________  (AC) I ask probing questions when learning a new subject. (CE) I am good at picking 
up hints and techniques from other people.

2. ________ (AC) I am rational and logical. (CE) I am practical and down to earth.

3. ________ (AC) I plan events down to the last detail. (CE) I like realistic but flexible plans.

4. ________  (AC) I like to know the right answers before trying something new. (CE) I try things out 
by practising to see if they work.

5. ________  (AC) I analyse reports to find the basic assumptions and inconsistencies. (CE) I rely 
on others to give me the basic gist of reports.

6. ________ (AC) I prefer working alone. (CE) I enjoy working with others.

7. ________  (AC) Others would describe me as serious, reserved and formal. (CE) Others would 
describe me as verbal, expressive and informal. 

8. ________ (AC) I use facts to make decisions. (CE) I use feelings to make decisions.

9. ________ (AC) I am difficult to get to know. (CE) I am easy to get to know.

Total (AC) ___________ Total (CE) ___________

The one that has the larger number is your emotional preference.

Scoring
Each preference (high score) from the two above sections is used to determine your learning style.

If you are a AE and  
CE then you are a… 

If you are a RO and  
CE then you are a…

If you are a RO and  
AC then you are a…

If you are a AE and  
AC then you are a…

DOER WATCHER THINKER FEELER

Concrete 
Experience 
and Active 
Experimentation

Reflective 
Observation 
and Concrete 
Experience

Abstract 
Conceptualisation 
and Reflective 
Observation

Abstract 
Conceptualisation 
and Active 
Experimentation

Note that you learn in ALL four styles, but you normally learn best by starting in and using one style 
the most.
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Worksheet

7
How I Take in Knowledge

Which Am I? 

• Am I a visual learner (learn mainly from seeing)?

• Am I an auditory learner (learn mainly from hearing)?

• Am I a kinesthetic learner (learn mainly from doing)?

To work out which way you prefer to take in knowledge examine the following statements about 
ways of learning and see how like you each one is. If it is really like you score 5, not at all like you 
score 0, and use the in between numbers too. Use the numbers in between as well. Circle your 
score then add all of the scores together according to the key at the bottom. When finished match 
your scores against the list underneath, and see which way you learn best. 

Not like me Really like me

0 1 2 3 4 5

1. I like to listen to music when I work

2. I enjoy being busy doing things

3. I read the instructions when I’m assembling furniture

4. I have a hobby which is practical

5. I can put a face to a name

6. I can remember the look of every photo in the house

7. I prefer going for a walk to watching TV or reading

8. When giving directions I look for landmarks

9. I remember the look of my primary classroom

10. I prefer reading to watching TV or going for a walk

11. I can remember my primary teacher’s voice

12. When giving directions I describe the route

13. I prefer watching TV to reading or going for a walk

14. I look at the diagrams when I’m assembling furniture

15. I can remember what it felt like to be at primary school

16. I can put a name to a face

17. I use trial and error when I’m assembling furniture

18. When giving directions I draw a map

P.T.O.
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Continued

Worksheet

7
How I Take in Knowledge

Marking your questions

Visual Score Kinesthetic Score

Question 5 Question 2

Question 6 Question 4

Question 8 Question 7

Question 9 Question 15

Question 13 Question 17

Question 14 Question 18

Total Total

Auditory Score   

Question 5   

Question 6  

Question 8   

Question 9   

Question 13   

Question 14   

Total  

 
• Visual learners learn mainly from seeing.

• Auditory learners learn mainly from hearing

• Kinesthetic learners learn mainly from doing.
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Worksheet

8
Understanding Isolated 
Difficult Incidents

This worksheet can be used by you alone, with a colleague or with your manager to understand and 
learn from difficult events. 

 
What happened? Describe the incident.

How did I respond right away?

What was the immediate outcome of the incident?

What did I do afterwards?

How did I feel during it?

How did I feel afterwards?

Were there any other later outcomes, perhaps with other people who weren’t involved?  
How did I feel about these?

What were the possible causes of the incident?

What could I have done differently?

Am I clear about responsibilities in this incident? 

What have I learnt from this incident? 

What would improve things in the future?

What improvement action[s] can I plan, such as changing way of working, helping develop 
better policies and procedures for such events, doing a course or reading up about it?
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Worksheet

9
Knowing My Strong  
Points in ECCE Work

Completing this worksheet honestly and by yourself will help you to appreciate your strengths and 
indicate areas that you might try to improve. 

Areas to consider Strong Satisfactory Weak

Organisational skills

Relationship with parents of children 
using the service

Always ready for children’s arrival

Commitment to equal opportunities

Competent observation skills 

Awareness of safety issues

Knowledge of suitable equipment 
considering age/stage of development 

Good range of activities available

Enjoyment of reading with children

Enjoy company of children

Knowledge of support groups for ECCE 
workers

Interest in training (both accredited and 
in-service)

Keeping up to date with care and 
education issues

Good Interactions with children staff and 
parents 

Professional attitude and approach

Able to balance the needs of all the 
children

Manage time well 

Liaison with other professional workers 

Able to balance needs of family and 
employment
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Worksheet

10
Staff Appraisal Form

The purpose of the appraisal is to enable you and your manager to discuss your job performance, 
plan work objectives for the future and plan your future development within the service.

Name of Employee:
Name of Manager:
Date of Appraisal:

Current Performance – suggested headings

Both the Appraisee (Employee) and the Appraiser (Manager) should comment on the following:

1. Outline the key areas of your job
 Employee:

2. What do you believe are your key achievements over the last 12 months?
 Employee:

3. What were the objectives for last year? Have they been achieved?
 Employee:

4. What strengths and skills have contributed to your achievements?
 Employee:

5. Could anything have worked better?
 Employee:

6. Was there anything that held you back from delivering any aspects of your job?
 Employee:

7. How, in your view could things be improved?
 Employee:

 Manager’s comments

 

P.T.O.
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Continued

Worksheet

10
Staff Appraisal Form

Future Performance – suggested headings

8.    What objectives do you plan to achieve in the coming year? (remember objectives 
should be specific, measureable, attainable, relevant and within a timeframe, 
please also specify how these fit with your role)

 Employee:

9.  What support might you need to achieve these objectives – from your colleagues, 
manager, others?

 Employee:

10.  Consider and detail what you have learnt over the last year (for example learning 
from support and supervision sessions, team meetings, training, etc)

 a. What have you learnt and how did it help you? 
 b. How might you apply this learning in the future? 
 Employee:

 Manager’s comments

 Agreed objectives for the coming year (please list)
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Worksheet Staff Appraisal Form

Relationships – suggested headings

11.  In your view how do you think your relationships are with  
(please comment on each):

 a. The Children?

 b. The Parents? 

 c. The Staff?

 d. The Employer (Owner/Board of Directors)?

 e. The Community? 

Other areas – suggested headings

12. What is your view on your:

 a. Sickness absence?

 b. Compliance with the dress code/uniform?

 c. Timekeeping?

 d. Understanding of the services policies and procedures?

 

 

Continued10
Worksheet

P.T.O.
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Other areas – suggested headings

13. In your view does your job description adequately describe your duties? 
 

 a. What do you think is the most important part of your job?

 b. Is there any aspect of your job that you find difficult or challenging?

 c.   In your view have you any skills or knowledge that is not being used at present? How could 
these skills/knowledge be used?

Other areas – suggested headings

14. What training have you undertaken this year? 
 

 a.   What elements of the training do you think you have used at a practical level in your work 
with children? 

 b.  Are there any areas of training that you consider would help your work performance and/
or development with children?

 
 Agreed training needs for the coming year (please list and indicate timeframe)

 

Continued

Worksheet

10
Staff Appraisal Form
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Since your last appraisal, has any action been taken against you or have you been the subject of 
an investigation in regard to a child/children under the age of 18? 

Are you at present the subject of criminal charges or investigation? 

If the answer is ‘yes’ to either of the above questions, please give details.

Employee - Any other comments that you would like to make?

Manager – Any other comments that you would like to make?

Agreed action to be taken for the forthcoming year

Signed (appraisee/employee)  Date:

Signed (appraiser/employer)  Date:

Continued

Worksheet

10
Staff Appraisal Form
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Worksheet

11
What Makes My Staff Tick?

(For owners, managers, supervisors)

 Do all your staff know what is the main vision or aim of your ECCE service?

Do you think your staff want the same things for the service as you and/or the management 
committee do?

How do you induct new staff? 

How regular are supervision sessions?

Do the staff feel valued, cared for, heard, indispensible? Or do they feel overworked, taken 
advantage of, invisible? Do you discuss such things with them?

Are the staff involved in decisions that affect them, such as developing policies and procedures?
What do you think really motivates each of your staff – do you think it is money, job satisfaction, 
praise from you, security needs, other?  

Do their roles in your service allow them to make decisions? Find solutions to problems? 

What do you think may prevent staff from operating effectively (home issues, working conditions, 
study pressures etc.)? 

Are there threats to the service such as funding cuts, falling numbers? Would staff be aware of 
these? If not officially aware, do you think they worry about such things? 

Think back to a time when things either were going really well, or really badly – can you learn 
anything about the staff from these times?
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Worksheet

12
My Training  
and CPD Plans

What will I do
(obtain an award, 
complete a module, 
find out about specialist 
topic, read a book, 
attend a network 
meeting) 

Why will I do this
(link with your goals 
and be sure it fits 
with your aims )

How will I do it
(is it a course, a  
book, website 
research, consider 
your style of learning, 
other ways to do it,  
getting support))

When will I do it
(time required, check 
your available time, 
other CPD, how long 
it would take)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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Worksheet

13
Goal Setting

My Aim, Dream (list one aim)  

My aim is

By when

How will I know I have achieved this? 

The Goals or Steps I need to take for this dream or aim

Goal 1:

Goal 2:

Goal 3:

Goal 4:

Things to consider:

What are the things that might help me with each of these goals? (for example, manager’s 
support, course being run locally) 

What are the things that might be a barrier or problem? (cost, finding the time,  family 
commitments clashing) 

How could I overcome these barriers? 

Are there other ways to learn what I need, such as moving to another section in work; shadowing 
a colleague; asking my wider family for help for a short while?

Objectives or Steps to take next:

First step: By (date) I will… 

Next step: By (date) I will… 

Next step: By (date) I will… 

Next step: By (date) I will… 

Reflect and review 

 I will review these goals and objectives at next supervision session on (date)
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Worksheet

14
Summary of My Skills and 
Areas for Improvement

Use this template to sum up your main strong points, and identify the main areas that you would like 
to improve. 

My strong points are:

My areas for improvement are:

My priorities will be to:
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Worksheet

15
My CPD Record

Date What Was It 
About

Type of CPD Key Points Was a Certificate 
Given
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Remember, live and learn to the full, becoming the best 
you can be in the process.
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Learning is not attained by chance, it must be sought for 
with ardor and attended to with diligence.

Abigail Adams
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Appendix 1 National Qualifications Framework

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5  Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 Level 9 Level 10

Knowledge 
Breadth

Elementary 
knowledge.

Knowledge that is 
narrow in range.

Knowledge 
moderately broad 
in range.

Broad range of 
knowledge.

Broad range of 
knowledge.

 Specialised knowledge 
of a broad area.

Specialised knowledge 
across a variety of areas.

An understanding of the 
theory, concepts and 
methods pertaining to a 
field (or fields) of learning.

A systematic 
understanding of 
knowledge, at, or 
informed by, the 
forefront of a field of 
learning.

A systematic acquisition 
and understanding of 
a substantial body of 
knowledge which is at 
the forefront of a field of 
learning.

Knowledge  
Kind

Demonstrable 
by recognition or 
recall.

Concrete in 
reference and basic 
in comprehension.

Mainly concrete 
in reference 
and with some 
comprehension 
of relationship 
between knowledge 
elements.

Mainly concrete in 
reference and with 
some elements 
of abstraction or 
theory.

Some theoretical 
concepts and abstract 
thinking,with significant 
depth in some areas.

 Some theoretical 
concepts and abstract 
thinking, with significant 
underpinning theory.

Recognition of limitations 
of current knowledge and 
familiarity with sources 
of new knowledge; 
integration of concepts 
across a variety of areas.

Detailed knowledge and 
understanding in one or 
more specialised areas, 
some of it at the current 
boundaries of the field(s).

A critical awareness 
of current problems 
and/or new insights, 
generally informed by 
the forefront of a field 
of learning.

The creation and 
interpretation of new 
knowledge, through 
original research, or other 
advanced scholarship, of a 
quality to satisfy review by 
peers.

Know-How 
& Skill
Range

Demonstrate 
basic practical 
skills, and carry 
out directed 
activity using 
basic tools.

Demonstrate limited 
range of basic 
practical skills, 
including the use of 
relevant tools.

Demonstrate a 
limited range 
of practical and 
cognitive skills and 
tools.

Demonstrate a 
moderate range 
of practical and 
cognitive skills and 
tools.

Demonstrate a broad 
range of specialised 
skills and tools.

 Demonstrate 
comprehensive range 
of specialised skills and 
tools.

Demonstrate specialised 
technical, creative or 
conceptual skills and 
tools across an area of 
study.

Demonstrate mastery of a 
complex and specialised 
area of skills and tools; 
use and modify advanced 
skills and tools to conduct 
closely guided research, 
professional oradvanced 
technical activity.

Demonstrate a range 
of standard and 
specialised research 
or equivalent tools 
and techniques of 
enquiry.

Demonstrate a significant 
range of the principal skills, 
techniques,tools, practices 
and/or materials which are 
associated with a field of 
learning; develop new skills, 
techniques, tools, practices 
and/or materials.

Know-How 
& Skill
Selectivity

Perform 
processes that 
are repetitive and 
predictable.

Perform a sequence 
of routine tasks 
given clear 
direction.

Select from a 
limited range of 
varied procedures 
and apply known 
solutions to a 
limited range 
of predictable 
problems.

Select from a range 
of procedures 
and apply 
known solutions 
to a variety of 
predictable 
problems.

Evaluate and use 
information to plan and 
develop investigative 
strategies and to 
determine solutions 
to varied unfamiliar 
problems.

 Formulate responses 
to well-defined abstract 
problems.

Excercise appropriate 
judgement in planning, 
design, technical and/
or supervisory functions 
related to products, 
services, operations or 
processes.

Excercise appropriate 
judgement in a number 
of complex planning, 
design, technical and/or 
management functions 
related to products, 
services, operations or 
processes, including 
resourcing.

Select from complex 
and advanced skills 
across a field of 
learning; develop new 
skills to a high level, 
including novel and 
emerging techniques.

Respond to abstract 
problems that expand and 
redefine existing procedural 
knowledge.

Competence 
Context

Act in closely 
defined and 
highly structured 
contexts.

Act in a limited 
range of predictable 
and structured 
contexts.

Act within a limited 
range of contexts.

Act in familiar and 
unfamiliar contexts.

Act in a range of varied 
and specific contexts, 
taking responsibility for 
the nature and quality 
of outputs; identify 
and apply skill and 
knowledge to a wide 
variety of contexts.

 Act in a range of varied 
and specific contexts 
involving creative and 
non-routine activities; 
transfer and apply 
theoretical concepts and/
or technical or creative 
skills to a range of 
contexts.

Utilise diagnostic and 
creative skills in a range 
of functions in a wide 
variety of contexts.

Use advanced skills to 
conduct research,or 
advanced technical or 
professional activity, 
accepting accountability 
for all related decision 
making; transfer and apply 
diagnostic and creative 
skills in a range of contexts.

Act in a wide and 
often unpredictable 
variety of professional 
levels and ill-defined 
contexts.

Excercise personal 
responsibility and largely 
autonomous initiative in 
complex and unpredictable 
situations, in professional or 
equivalent contexts.

Competence 
Role

Act in a limited 
range of roles.

Act in a range 
of roles under 
direction.

Act under direction 
with limited 
autonomy; function 
within familiar, 
homogenous 
groups.

Act with 
considerable 
amount of 
responsibility and 
autonomy.

Exercise some initiative 
and independence in 
carrying out defined 
activities; join and 
function within 
multiple, complex and 
heterogeneous groups.

 Exercise substantial 
personal autonomy and 
often take responsibility 
for the work of others 
and/or for allocation 
of resources; form, 
and function within, 
multiple complex and 
heterogeneous groups.

Accept accountability 
for determining and 
achieving personal and/
or group outcomes; take 
significant or supervisory 
responsibility for the 
work of others in defined 
areas of work.

Act effectively under 
guidance in a peer 
relationship with qualified 
practitioners; lead 
multiple, complex and 
heterogeneous groups.

Take significant 
responsibility for the 
work of individuals 
and groups; lead and 
initiate activity.

Communicate results of 
research and innovation to 
peers; engage in critical 
dialogue; lead and originate 
complex social processes.

Competence 
Learning to 
Learn

Learn to sequence 
learning tasks; 
learn to access 
and use a range 
of learning 
resources.

Learn to learn in a 
disciplined manner 
in a well-structured 
and supervised 
environment.

Learn to learn 
within a managed 
environment.

Learn to take 
responsibility 
for own learning 
within a supervised 
environment.

Learn to take 
responsibility for 
own learning within a 
managed environment.

 Learn to evaluate own 
learning and identify 
needs within a structured 
learning environment; 
assist others in identifying 
learning needs.

Take initiative to identify 
and address learning 
needs and interact 
effectively in a learning 
group.

Learn to act in variable and 
unfamiliar learning contexts; 
learn to manage learning 
tasks independently, 
professionally and ethically.

Learn to self-
evaluate and take 
responsibility for 
continuing academic/ 
professional 
development.

Learn to critique the 
broader implications of 
applying knowledge to 
particular contexts.

Competence 
Insight

Begin to 
demonstrate 
awareness of 
independent role 
for self.

Demonstrate 
awareness of 
independent role 
for self

Assume limited 
responsibility for 
consistency of self 
understanding and 
behaviour.

Assume partial 
responsibility for 
consistency of self 
understanding and 
behaviour.

Assume full 
responsibility for 
consistency of 
selfunderstanding and 
behaviour.

 Express an internalised, 
personal world view, 
reflecting engagement 
with others

Express an internalised, 
personal world view, 
manifesting solidarity 
with others

Express a comprehensive, 
internalised, personal world 
view, manifesting solidarity 
with others.

Scrutinise and reflect 
on social norms and 
relationaships and act 
to change them.

Scrutinise and reflect 
on social norms and 
relationships and lead 
action to change them.
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Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5  Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 Level 9 Level 10

Knowledge 
Breadth

Elementary 
knowledge.

Knowledge that is 
narrow in range.

Knowledge 
moderately broad 
in range.

Broad range of 
knowledge.

Broad range of 
knowledge.

 Specialised knowledge 
of a broad area.

Specialised knowledge 
across a variety of areas.

An understanding of the 
theory, concepts and 
methods pertaining to a 
field (or fields) of learning.

A systematic 
understanding of 
knowledge, at, or 
informed by, the 
forefront of a field of 
learning.

A systematic acquisition 
and understanding of 
a substantial body of 
knowledge which is at 
the forefront of a field of 
learning.

Knowledge  
Kind

Demonstrable 
by recognition or 
recall.

Concrete in 
reference and basic 
in comprehension.

Mainly concrete 
in reference 
and with some 
comprehension 
of relationship 
between knowledge 
elements.

Mainly concrete in 
reference and with 
some elements 
of abstraction or 
theory.

Some theoretical 
concepts and abstract 
thinking,with significant 
depth in some areas.

 Some theoretical 
concepts and abstract 
thinking, with significant 
underpinning theory.

Recognition of limitations 
of current knowledge and 
familiarity with sources 
of new knowledge; 
integration of concepts 
across a variety of areas.

Detailed knowledge and 
understanding in one or 
more specialised areas, 
some of it at the current 
boundaries of the field(s).

A critical awareness 
of current problems 
and/or new insights, 
generally informed by 
the forefront of a field 
of learning.

The creation and 
interpretation of new 
knowledge, through 
original research, or other 
advanced scholarship, of a 
quality to satisfy review by 
peers.

Know-How 
& Skill
Range

Demonstrate 
basic practical 
skills, and carry 
out directed 
activity using 
basic tools.

Demonstrate limited 
range of basic 
practical skills, 
including the use of 
relevant tools.

Demonstrate a 
limited range 
of practical and 
cognitive skills and 
tools.

Demonstrate a 
moderate range 
of practical and 
cognitive skills and 
tools.

Demonstrate a broad 
range of specialised 
skills and tools.

 Demonstrate 
comprehensive range 
of specialised skills and 
tools.

Demonstrate specialised 
technical, creative or 
conceptual skills and 
tools across an area of 
study.

Demonstrate mastery of a 
complex and specialised 
area of skills and tools; 
use and modify advanced 
skills and tools to conduct 
closely guided research, 
professional oradvanced 
technical activity.

Demonstrate a range 
of standard and 
specialised research 
or equivalent tools 
and techniques of 
enquiry.

Demonstrate a significant 
range of the principal skills, 
techniques,tools, practices 
and/or materials which are 
associated with a field of 
learning; develop new skills, 
techniques, tools, practices 
and/or materials.

Know-How 
& Skill
Selectivity

Perform 
processes that 
are repetitive and 
predictable.

Perform a sequence 
of routine tasks 
given clear 
direction.

Select from a 
limited range of 
varied procedures 
and apply known 
solutions to a 
limited range 
of predictable 
problems.

Select from a range 
of procedures 
and apply 
known solutions 
to a variety of 
predictable 
problems.

Evaluate and use 
information to plan and 
develop investigative 
strategies and to 
determine solutions 
to varied unfamiliar 
problems.

 Formulate responses 
to well-defined abstract 
problems.

Excercise appropriate 
judgement in planning, 
design, technical and/
or supervisory functions 
related to products, 
services, operations or 
processes.

Excercise appropriate 
judgement in a number 
of complex planning, 
design, technical and/or 
management functions 
related to products, 
services, operations or 
processes, including 
resourcing.

Select from complex 
and advanced skills 
across a field of 
learning; develop new 
skills to a high level, 
including novel and 
emerging techniques.

Respond to abstract 
problems that expand and 
redefine existing procedural 
knowledge.

Competence 
Context

Act in closely 
defined and 
highly structured 
contexts.

Act in a limited 
range of predictable 
and structured 
contexts.

Act within a limited 
range of contexts.

Act in familiar and 
unfamiliar contexts.

Act in a range of varied 
and specific contexts, 
taking responsibility for 
the nature and quality 
of outputs; identify 
and apply skill and 
knowledge to a wide 
variety of contexts.

 Act in a range of varied 
and specific contexts 
involving creative and 
non-routine activities; 
transfer and apply 
theoretical concepts and/
or technical or creative 
skills to a range of 
contexts.

Utilise diagnostic and 
creative skills in a range 
of functions in a wide 
variety of contexts.

Use advanced skills to 
conduct research,or 
advanced technical or 
professional activity, 
accepting accountability 
for all related decision 
making; transfer and apply 
diagnostic and creative 
skills in a range of contexts.

Act in a wide and 
often unpredictable 
variety of professional 
levels and ill-defined 
contexts.

Excercise personal 
responsibility and largely 
autonomous initiative in 
complex and unpredictable 
situations, in professional or 
equivalent contexts.

Competence 
Role

Act in a limited 
range of roles.

Act in a range 
of roles under 
direction.

Act under direction 
with limited 
autonomy; function 
within familiar, 
homogenous 
groups.

Act with 
considerable 
amount of 
responsibility and 
autonomy.

Exercise some initiative 
and independence in 
carrying out defined 
activities; join and 
function within 
multiple, complex and 
heterogeneous groups.

 Exercise substantial 
personal autonomy and 
often take responsibility 
for the work of others 
and/or for allocation 
of resources; form, 
and function within, 
multiple complex and 
heterogeneous groups.

Accept accountability 
for determining and 
achieving personal and/
or group outcomes; take 
significant or supervisory 
responsibility for the 
work of others in defined 
areas of work.

Act effectively under 
guidance in a peer 
relationship with qualified 
practitioners; lead 
multiple, complex and 
heterogeneous groups.

Take significant 
responsibility for the 
work of individuals 
and groups; lead and 
initiate activity.

Communicate results of 
research and innovation to 
peers; engage in critical 
dialogue; lead and originate 
complex social processes.

Competence 
Learning to 
Learn

Learn to sequence 
learning tasks; 
learn to access 
and use a range 
of learning 
resources.

Learn to learn in a 
disciplined manner 
in a well-structured 
and supervised 
environment.

Learn to learn 
within a managed 
environment.

Learn to take 
responsibility 
for own learning 
within a supervised 
environment.

Learn to take 
responsibility for 
own learning within a 
managed environment.

 Learn to evaluate own 
learning and identify 
needs within a structured 
learning environment; 
assist others in identifying 
learning needs.

Take initiative to identify 
and address learning 
needs and interact 
effectively in a learning 
group.

Learn to act in variable and 
unfamiliar learning contexts; 
learn to manage learning 
tasks independently, 
professionally and ethically.

Learn to self-
evaluate and take 
responsibility for 
continuing academic/ 
professional 
development.

Learn to critique the 
broader implications of 
applying knowledge to 
particular contexts.

Competence 
Insight

Begin to 
demonstrate 
awareness of 
independent role 
for self.

Demonstrate 
awareness of 
independent role 
for self

Assume limited 
responsibility for 
consistency of self 
understanding and 
behaviour.

Assume partial 
responsibility for 
consistency of self 
understanding and 
behaviour.

Assume full 
responsibility for 
consistency of 
selfunderstanding and 
behaviour.

 Express an internalised, 
personal world view, 
reflecting engagement 
with others

Express an internalised, 
personal world view, 
manifesting solidarity 
with others

Express a comprehensive, 
internalised, personal world 
view, manifesting solidarity 
with others.

Scrutinise and reflect 
on social norms and 
relationaships and act 
to change them.

Scrutinise and reflect 
on social norms and 
relationships and lead 
action to change them.
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Appendix 2 Learning Effectively
When you have identified your learning style, you can then use this short selection of explanations 
and tips to make sure that you get the most from any learning that you do. These tips suggest the 
ways in which you learn best, and also the type of leaning activity that you either would learn little 
from or might even turn you off learning. For example, if you are a reflector you may really enjoy 
time to think, research, review; but it would be a good idea to challenge yourself now and again by 
stretching your comfort zone, perhaps deliberately forcing yourself to volunteer an unresearched 
opinion!  Remember, you start with your own preference, but it is important to begin to include 
other preferences as well to become a fully rounded learner. 

Doers/Activists learn well when: Doers/Activists learn poorly when: 

•  There are new experiences, problems from 
which to learn.

•  They can get involved in immediate activities, 
such as team building exercises.

•  There is excitement, drama and a lot of 
activities to try.

•  They can freely give opinions; have a go, 
without having to think about practical aspects.

• They are thrown in at the deep end.

• They have to process lots of data.

•  They have to do a lot on their own.

•  They have to follow detailed instructions 
without any room for their own ideas.

•  They have not had time to plan

•  They are given cut and dried instructions.

•  There is time pressure.

Watchers/Reflectors learn well when: Watchers/Reflectors learn poorly when:

•  They have time to prepare and think. about 
what they have to do.

•  They can research in advance.
•  They are not asked to reach an instant 

decision. 

•  They have not had time to plan.

•  They are given cut and dried instructions.

•  There is time pressure.

Thinkers/Theorists learn well when: Thinkers/Theorists learn poorly when:

•  They have time to explore a concept or 
theory.

•  They can think about links between ideas 
and practice.

•  They have time to analyse and understand. 

•  They can explore new ideas even if not 
obviously useful.

•  They don’t know why they are being asked to 
learn something.

•  There is a lot of uncertainty and lack of 
clarity in the activity.

•  They find the subject shallow or without 
supporting evidence for it.

Feelers/Pragmatists learn well when: Feelers/Pragmatists learn poorly when:

•  They can quickly see the link between their 
work and the learning topic.

•  They can try out new ideas with support.

•  The learning is based on real practice.

•  They can take real action such as planning.

•  They cannot see the link from the topic to 
their work.

•  There are no clear guidelines or directions.

•  There are obstacles to putting the learning 
into practice.

•  They cannot see the immediate benefit of  
the activity.
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Appendices

Appendix 3 Developing My CV
Use this worksheet to help you include the most important points in your CV and keep it updated 
regularly. Set it out in clear sections that are easy to read. 

Personal Details:  
Include name, address, email, telephone numbers, driving licence status. NB: Date of birth or 
marital status is not essential – your work and education history will give a satisfactory idea 
of your age.

Personal Strengths:  
Using what you know about yourself from your self-awareness worksheets include 5/6 short 
points about your personal qualities that are suited to the needs of the job for which you are 
applying, for example:

•  I am very energetic.

•  I am good at managing my time.

My Specialist Experience:  
Include some statements about work skills that show particular things you do well and that you 
think would be useful in the new role you are applying for, such as:

•  I am excellent at organising events, such as outdoor activities. 

•  I am good at solving problems such as arranging timetables. 

Achievements:  
Write 4/5 statements that are good examples of things you have done really well and that could 
be transferred to work skills:

•  I set up a successful Mother and Toddler Group in my area.

•  I was on the committee of the local youth club and became treasurer as I am good at 
managing money. 

•  I organised and got funding for regular trips for my After School group to visit places.

My Work History:  
Start with most recent job: who and where it is/was; include dates of employment; your job title, 
main responsibilities or what you had to do in the job. Then list previous jobs working backwards 
[ending with your first job]. 

My Learning Story:  
There will be two sections to this, first have a section that starts with most recent education and 
list courses and schools, with dates and any qualifications that you got. The next section will list 
any short courses that you have done, such as Síolta Awareness Workshops. 

Interests, Hobbies:  
You can list things that you like to do in your spare time, for example stating that you like to travel 
– and giving some examples of countries that you have visited. Or, you may like to read and 
might mention that you set up a book club which meets regularly. 
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Sources of  
Useful Information  

The child is open, perceptive, and experimental. He does 
not merely observe the world around him. He does not 
shut himself off from the strange, complicated world 
around him, but tastes it, touches it, hefts it, bends it, 
breaks it. To find out how reality works, he works on it. 
He is bold. He is not afraid of making mistakes.

Holt
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Sources of Useful Information

Barnardos’ Training and Resource Service
Christchurch Square, Dublin 8 
T: 01 4549699 F: 01 4530300 
E: resources@barnardos.ie or training@
barnardos.ie
www.barnardos.ie 

Border Counties Childcare Network 
M:Tek Building, Armagh Road, Monaghan 
T: 047 72469 
E: info@bccn.ie 
www.bccn.ie

Association of Childcare Professionals 
(Cork) 
T: 087/ 2403961 T: 087 2773503 T: 087 
2685921
E: info@acp-cork.com
www.acp-cork.com

Association of Childcare Professionals 
(Dublin)
T: 085 2120243
acpdublin@gmail.com
www.acpdublin.ie

Association of Childcare Professionals 
(Waterford)
T: 086 1653102 T: 086 3660625 T: 086 
3192665

Chartered Institute of Personnel and 
Development (CIPD Ireland)
Marine House, Clanwilliam, Place, Dublin 2.
Tel: 01 6530400 F: 01 6530500
E: info@cipd.ie
http://www.cipd.co.uk/branch/ireland

Childminding Ireland
9 Bulford Business Campus, Kilcoole, Co 
Wicklow
T: 01 287 8466 
E: info@childminding.ie
www.childminding.ie

Children’s Rights Alliance
4 Upper Mount Street, Dublin 2
T: (01) 662 9400
E: info@childrensrights.ie 
www.childrensrights.ie

Early Years Education and Policy Unit - 
Department of Education and Skills 
Hawkins House, Hawkins Street, Dublin 2
T: 01 6743228 
E: TheresaM_Ryan@education.gov.ie 

Forbairt Naíonraí Teo
St. Patrick’s Hall, Marino Institute of Education, 
Griffith Avenue
Dublin 9
Tel: 01 853 5101
E: eolas@naionrai.ie

Government Publications Sales Office 
Sun Alliance House, Molesworth Street, Dublin 2 
T: 01 6476879

High/Scope Ireland
c/o Early Years, 6c Wildflower Way
Apollo Road, Boucher Road
Belfast, BT12 6TA
T: 0044 (0) 289 0662825
E: Margaretf@early-years.org

Irish Pre-school Playgroups Association 
(IPPA) 
Unit 4, Broomhill Business Complex, Broomhill 
Road, Tallaght,  Dublin 24
T: 01 4630010
E: info@ippa.ie
www.ippa.ie

National Adult Literacy Association
Sandford Lodge, Sandford Close, Ranelagh
Dublin 6
T: 01 4127900
E: info@nala.ie  
www.nala.ie  

National Children’s Nurseries Association 
(NCNA) 
Unit 12c, Bluebell Business Park, Old Naas 
Road, Bluebell, Dublin 12 
T 01 460 1138 F: 01 460 1185
E: info@ncna.ie
www.ncna.net

National Centre for Technology in Education 
(NCTE)
Dublin City University, Dublin 9
T: 01 700 8200 
www.ncte.ie 

National Council for Curriculum and 
Assessment (NCCA)
24 Merrion Square, Dublin 2
T: 01 6617177 
E: info@ncca.ie
www.ncca.ie

Office of the Minister for Children and Youth 
Affairs (OMCYA)
Hawkins House, Dublin 2
T: 635 4000 E: omc@health.gov.ie
www.omc.gov.ie

Qualifax - National Learners’ Database
www.qualifax.ie

Contact details for City/County Childcare 
committees can be found on  
www.pobal.ie/childcare
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Sources of Useful Information
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Funded by the Irish Government under the National Development Plan 2007-2013

Barnardos’ Training and Resource Service
Christchurch Square, Dublin 8 
Registered Charity No: 6015

T: 01 4549699 
F: 01 4530300 
E: resources@barnardos.ie 
or training@barnardos.ie

www.barnardos.ie 

Border Counties Childcare Network
M:Tek Building, Armagh Road,  
Monaghan

T: 047 72469
E: info@bccn.ie

www.bccn.ie 

 


